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and the message DOES get through!
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Super Tuning Units

IN THE FAMOUS SCR-299 MOBILE TRANSMITTER

We at Edwin I. Guthman & Company are proud of the Super Tuning Units that we manufactured completely in our splendidly equipped plant for the Hallicrafters' SCR-299 mobile transmitter. Operating under most trying combat conditions on all Allied Fronts, the SCR-299 has distinguished itself amongst America's most vital "weapons" ... and always the Guthman Super Tuning Units rendered dependable and accurate service.
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ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS

In many large organizations employing physicists and engineers there is a degree of silent conflict between these two groups of workers. To some physicists an engineer is nothing more than a slightly over-educated mechanic, while some engineers think a physicist is simply an impractical visionary who can't drive a nail straight. While it is true that, occasionally, a physicist will get up and deliver a lecture which is largely incomprehensible to many engineers (and also, let it be said, to many physicists), it is likewise a fact that engineers could do a lot better in making a physicist's dream walk, talk, or sit up and bark, if they would only make a little more effort to understand what the other fellow is talking about.

This isn't too difficult. When a physicist sets up an equation, he employs units which are well established and consistent. He isn't likely to mix units of one system with those of another. Not so with some engineers. With thirteen or more systems of units to select from, many of which they haven't seen since they left school, they will occasionally dip daintily into this mathematical smorgasbord, picking from each unit system that which happens to please them most, often without telling anyone about it. Nor do they mind swapping units midstream in an equation.

To help clarify this muddle, we are publishing in this issue an article and table of units which the engineer is most likely to need. It will aid in making his scientific language more intelligible to others. It isn't complete; the author says that even among physicists there is no general agreement regarding the interpretation of some units. But it is a step toward bringing about a closer understanding between the two most important groups in radio and electronics research—engineers and physicists.

POCKET RADIOS

In planning for postwar radio receiver production it would seem that the need for smaller receivers has not received as much attention as it deserves. Granted that there will also be a considerable market for large console and table model receivers to replace those which have become out-moded, experience has shown the introduction of smaller sets has almost invariably met with a degree of public acceptance far greater than was expected when production schedules were set up. This was true when the original table-model receivers first appeared on the market and again, during the depression, when "cigar-box" midgets were first offered.

More recently, when the "personal" radio was first produced, the same situation developed. Although many engineers felt that any receiver which would cost about twenty dollars per kilowatt hour to operate from such small batteries would not be acceptable to the public, the initial demand was far in excess of the most optimistic estimates.

To produce still smaller receivers will, of course, require the cooperation of battery manufacturers, because the larger percentage of space must be provided for batteries. Much has been done in making electronic hearing-aid apparatus compact and light through careful battery design, but there is a definite need for smaller, lighter, and more efficient batteries. And special speakers and tubes, requiring lower battery power, will, of course, help.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

One of the greatest drawbacks to the wider adoption of industrial electronic apparatus is the failure of some present-day equipment of this type to come up to the performance standards of heavy engineering equipment. When an electronic instrument is installed in an industrial plant it is expected to give the same reliable service as is obtained from motors and generators. If even a minor defect develops, as with a tube failure, the equipment is likely to be discarded as under dependable. Although designers of such electronic units use the utmost care in specifying components of proven reliability, the tubes employed are usually types similar to those used in home receivers, where performance requirements are far less exacting.

Often these tubes are operated under conditions for which they were not designed, and which tend to shorten their useful life. But even under the best conditions it would seem well worth while to employ tubes capable of the same reliable performance as is obtained from those used in telephone communication systems. Naturally, such tubes will cost a great deal more than present types to manufacture. But the resulting increase in cost of the equipment is of little consequence in such applications, where a tube failure may hold up a production line.

J.H.P.
WHEN YOU AND FORMICA ARE HONORABLY DISCHARGED

YOU'LL WANT THIS VETERAN IN YOUR PEACETIME PRODUCT

Formica laminated plastic is 30 years young, but a veteran with a long bright future before it helping you make better products for a better world. It passed the most rigid "physical" when it entered the armed services. It is serving in every branch on land, sea and in the air. It went through all the hells on all the fronts as parts of vehicles, planes, tanks, ships and communications equipment. It is coming back to you laden with stripes.

It has met the severest tests in the most gruelling combat to which men and materials have ever been subjected.

It is light for its great strength, non absorbent, acid resistant, and has good dielectric properties, machinability, and comes in many grades with special properties. Why not investigate its applicability to your post war product now.

"The Formica Story" is a moving picture in color showing the qualities of Formica, how it is made, how it is used. Available for meetings of engineers and executives.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY, 4670 SPRING GROVE AVENUE, CINCINNATI 32, OHIO
TECHNICANA

AUDIO-FREQUENCY MIXERS

* The design of audio-frequency mixers is described in an article by M. F. Cooper in the *Wireless Engineer* for March, 1944. Mixing circuits as used in broadcast and recording studios are not as easily designed as commonly believed. A good mixer unit must not introduce any distortion, must have little effect on the devices coupled to it, must have a reasonably constant input and output impedance regardless of the setting of the controls, must correctly match the impedances of the incoming lines, the settings of the controls must have no effect on each other and the device must have minimum insertion loss.

It is explained in the article how the faders can be neglected at first when designing the mixer; later, they can be inserted merely as volume controls.

Like all other electrical devices, the incoming lines can be connected in parallel, in series or in series-parallel.

When they are connected in parallel as in Fig. 1, a compensating resistor B is needed. Here A represents the output impedance of the device feeding the mixer and C is the input impedance of the following amplifier or line. In accordance with the principles of impedance matching, the impedance of the mixer, as seen from any of the input lines should equal A and the impedance of the mixer when looking back from the output line must equal C. If there are n input circuits in

(Continued on page 8)
One call to Allied... and your procurement job is done! There’s no lost time — no waste motion. Today’s largest and most complete stocks are concentrated here under one roof... Over 10,000 electronic and radio items... ready for rush delivery to the Armed Forces, Government, Industry and Research Laboratories.

What’s more... close contact with all leading manufacturers enables us to simplify and speed procurement of many diversified needs. You deal with one source, instead of many. You send one order for everything. Whether you need one item or a hundred... save time and work... Call Allied First. Thousands do.

Write, Wire, or Phone Haymarket 6800
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FREE
Today’s Most Complete Helpful BUYING GUIDE

NEW Rapid R-F Resonance and Coil Winding Calculator
New, dual-purpose Calculator devised by Allied for fast and accurate determination of resonance factors and coil winding data. Simple, easy to use. Send for it now. No. 37-955. Price net, only..................... 25c
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parallel, the relations between A, B and C are:

\[ A = \frac{n - 1}{n} \]

\[ B = \frac{n(n - 1)}{2n - 1} \]

\[ C = \frac{n(n - 1)}{2n - 1} \]

If the mixers are connected in series, Fig. 2, the compensating resistors are in parallel with the incoming lines and the relations between A, B and C are:

\[ A = \frac{n - 1}{n} \]

\[ B = \frac{2n - 1}{n} \]

\[ C = \frac{n(n - 1)}{2n - 1} \]

In a series-parallel type of mixer, Fig. 3, when n is the total number of input circuits,

\[ A = \frac{n}{n - 3} \]

\[ B = \frac{n}{4(2n - 3)} \]

\[ C = \frac{n}{4(2n - 3)} \]

When A and n are known, B and C are determined so that in no case can both A and C be chosen to suit conditions. Therefore, C may turn out to be an inconvenient value and

(Continued on page 10]
This little Smooth Power motor weighs less than two pounds, but it does some mighty important work. On many fronts, the vital job of maintaining communications between our fighting forces is helped by this little motor.

It comes from a long line of Smooth Power motors, that for years have been driving such mechanisms as tape recorders, record changers, turntables, motion displays and such devices. Where smooth starting, quick pick-up and velvety running are prime requirements, you’re quite likely to find Smooth Power motors on the job.

But, we know that many new peacetime products which are now on the drafting boards or in experimental changes will need small motors. We’d like to know more about these, to see if more work can’t be found for our Smooth Power motors in homes, commerce and industry.

If you’re planning such products... or if you are thinking about other postwar developments involving comparatively small electrical or mechanical devices, perhaps we can help you. We’ve a plant that is completely equipped for such work. While we’re busy right now on War demands, we like to think about keeping busy in the future... and we’d like to have you think about us, too.
NO WRENCH NEEDED TO REPLACE THIS LAMP!

YOU don't need tools to replace the lamp in this new Drake No. 85 Jewel Light Assembly. For the jewel holder or bezel can be removed and replaced with the fingers. A simple locking device makes the unit vibration and shock-proof. 3 fibre washers compensate for various panel thicknesses. Washers can be eliminated on 1/4" panels, thereby making the lamp as accessible as when the unit is used on 1/16" panels.

Other big features are: 1. Complete, uniform illumination over the entire jewel area. 2. Complete blackout, not a pinpoint of light showing. A simple, easy quarter turn to left and right produces these changes. Get our new free catalog.

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

DX ISOSO-LOOPS

are designed for Better Pick-Up

Because every DX Isoso-loop is tailored to fit your circuit and because each design is chosen for its highest "Q"; we'd like to help you with your receiver plans. Our present work concerns new standards of precision in making more and more DX Xtals for our armed forces.

DX CRYSTAL CO.

GENERAL OFFICES. 1200 N. CLAREMONT AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILL. U.S.A.

TECHNICANA

[Continued from page 8]

tapered pads or matching transformers will then be needed.

If high-impedance lines are required to match a lower impedance line, the parallel connection should be used. If it is required to match several low-impedance lines to a higher impedance line, the series connections is most suitable. The series-parallel arrange-

Figure 3

ment is best adapted to matching input and output lines, all of the same impedance.

The article contains a table for each type of circuit in which either A or C is unity, so as to give the ratios between A, B and C for different values of n.

The insertion loss of the mixer, having n input circuits, is

\[ 10 \log_e (2n - 1) \text{ db} \]

UNDESIRED FM IN SIGNAL GENERATORS

* The Wireless Engineer for March, 1944 contains a "Note on Frequency Modulation with Particular Reference to Standard Signal Generators" by F. M. Colebrook. This note deals with the undesired frequency modulation which may accompany amplitude modulation in ultra-high-frequency signal generators. The author first re-states some of the principles of FM and

Figure 4

shows that in a frequency-modulated wave of large modulation index, the energy is spread out over a large part of the spectrum. The different side bands are separated by the value of the modulating frequency and their amplitudes vary. In Fig. 4 only a few

[Continued on page 12]
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED

For years Johnson has specialized in individually designed components for radio transmitting equipment. Pictured on this page is a gas filled pressure variable condenser with Mycalex insulated flexible coupling, a coupling inductor, a broadcast station coupling unit for a directional antenna system, a broadcast station tower coupling unit, and a switching relay capable of carrying heavy currents, and requiring no holding current to maintain contact.

These are typical of the thousands of Johnson-designed units that are in service all over the world. Some of them are adaptations of a standard design and others are engineered from the beginning for a particular application. Johnson Engineers like performance specifications. If you have a radio problem, write for the Johnson solution. We believe you will like it, and there is no obligation.

Write for the NEW Johnson Catalog
968 K
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a famous name in Radio
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With DI-ACRO Benders

DI-ACRO Precision Bending is accurate to .001" for duplicated parts. DI-ACRO Benders bend angle, channel, rod, tubing, wire moulding, strip stock, etc. Machines are easily adjustable for simple, compound and reverse bends of varying radii.

DI-ACRO Bender No. 2
Forming radius 6" approx. Capacity 4" round cold rolled steel bar, formed cold to 1" radius. Also Bender No. 3, with forming radius 9" approx.

DI-ACRO Bender No. 1
Forming radius 2" approx. Capacity 3" round cold rolled steel bar or equivalent.

Send for CATALOG 
“DIE-LESS” DUPLICATING 
No. 7:44 -4144-1
Bender No. 12 on many kinds of “DIE-LESS” duplicating produced with DI-ACRO Benders, Beakers and Shears.

Figure 5

circuits or a square-wave modulation caused by some form of audio-frequency “on-and-off” switching.

NEW OAK CATALOG

* The Oak Manufacturing Co., 1260 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 10, Ill., has just announced a new catalog containing valuable engineering data sheets on switches, condensers, vibrators, mechanical timers and relays. Engineers and manufacturers may obtain copies upon request to the manufacturer.

MICROPHONES AND RECEIVERS

* Electrical Communication, Vol. 21, No. 4, 1944, contains an article by L. C. Procek entitled “Microphones and Receivers with Special Reference to Speech Communication.” It discusses the sensitivity, frequency characteristics and distortion of electro-acoustic transducers and should be of interest to engineers in the communication field.

For example, in speaking of the sensitivity ratings of microphones, the author says it is often asked how many volts output a given microphone will deliver and how many volts a reproducer will require. He then goes on to describe the difficulty involved, speech being of such a complex nature which constantly varies in frequency content and amplitude.

The average voltmeter connected in a speech circuit has little meaning. The volume indicator has its damping and period adjusted for speech measurement; its reading corresponds well...
WHERE THE GOING IS TOUGHEST is where the men of the U. S. Signal Corps do business

Behind the front, at the front—yes, and ahead of the front lines, they are laying wire, directing artillery fire, spotting enemy movements and putting their superb technical training into practice with calmness and efficiency in the thick of battle. They don't get as many headlines as they deserve, but they rate and get the thanks of every soldier, from General to buck private.

Many of our own men, now in the service, have been assigned to Signal Corps duty, and are frequently using the very equipment they once helped to build. Their experience in our plant is being put to good use at fighting fronts all around the world. Signal Corps training will in turn make them all the more valuable to us when they return. Thus, important forward strides in communications engineered by the Signal Corps, manufactured by the communications industry, and put to the acid test by superbly trained technicians will be available to serve you in the postwar world.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION, Great American Industries, Inc.

MERIDEN CONNECTICUT
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- ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
- IGNITION SYSTEMS
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When you need crisp, clear reproduction of any sound, turn to a Turner Microphone. These instruments are scientifically engineered to reproduce faithfully all gradations of volume, amplifying only the vibrations received by the diaphragm, without adding any of the harmonics. From the faintest whisper to the loudest train whistle, a Turner Microphone will reproduce precisely without distortion or blasting.

For indoor or outdoor use, under all climatic and acoustic conditions, you can be sure of intelligible transmissions when you specify and use a Turner. For broadcasting studios, vital war communications in war plants, airstreoms, ordnance plants, docks, army camps, police transmitters and other highly sensitive spots where accuracy is of supreme importance, you'll be grateful for a Turner.

Whatever you have to say — whatever sound you want to transmit, be sure of superb performance with a unit that's rugged and dependable — a unit you'll be proud to have seen in your possession. It's time to turn to TURNER.

Crystals licensed under patents of The Brush Development Co.
wherever a tube is used...

for example:

REGISTER CONTROL

THERE'S A JOB FOR

Relays by GUARDIAN

In the electronic circuit there is usually a sensitive relay similar to Guardian Series 5, to control a heavier current in response to the weaker "signal" of the phototube. In some applications, however, the current to be handled may be greater than the contact capacity of the sensitive relay. In this case a power relay or solenoid contactor is controlled by the sensitive relay. Guardian series SC-5 is typical of this type of contactor.

Consult Guardian wherever a tube is used—however—Relays by Guardian are NOT limited to tube applications but may be used wherever automatic control is desired for making, breaking, or changing the characteristics of electrical circuits.

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC

1603 S. WALNUT STREET
CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN WAR INDUSTRY
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with more elaborate measurements of the average speech power. Another instrument is the peak indicator; its damping has been adjusted so it can move up quickly but down slowly. An instrument to measure the total energy during a period of time is also described. It consists in using the electrical power delivered by the microphone to heat a cathode of a tube and to measure the plate current. This cathode has to be biased, or pre-heated, to bring it to the threshold of sensitivity.

The results are given for some microphones for normal conversational speech, which would give a reading of +64 db on a noise-level meter at 50 inches. For instance, the electrical average speech power of one particular moving coil microphone at 2 inches was —60.3 db (below 1 mw. in 600 ohms) as measured with the integrating meter. When speaking 12 inches from the microphone, the output was —75.3 db. The readings of the customary volume indicator for these two conditions were —56.6 and —73.0 db respectively.

The instantaneous peaks rise as much as 20 db above the average level. A table is given showing the percentage of the time that the instantaneous power exceeds different levels above the average speech power. If the permissible amplifier grid-swing is 20 db above the average speech power requirements, this percentage is zero. It is 18% when the permissible grid swing corresponds to the average speech power.

**CATHODE FOLLOWER OUTPUT STAGE**

The usefulness of the cathode follower is apparently inexhaustible; now it is proposed as an output stage in an article by C. J. Mitchell in the *Wireless World* for April 1944. The advantages claimed are: less distortion due to the negative feedback and improved loudspeaker damping due to the low output impedance.

In the cathode follower, used as output stage, the output transformer is connected in the cathode lead instead of in the plate lead. This will result in 100% negative feedback and the voltage gain of the stage will be slightly less than unity. Fig. 6 shows the general arrangement and also illustrates the effect of the inter-electrode capacitances. For all practical pur-
Write today for our new, fully-illustrated 24-page catalog. Detailed descriptions and specifications of standard holders, and a complete price list, including electrodes.

HOWARD MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

Specialists in the Design and Manufacture of Crystal Holders

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
MR. W. A. PATTERSON, President of United Air Lines, recently said—

"It is our belief that the war has advanced public acceptance of the airplane as a mode of transportation by 20 years. The airlines, like every other service that caters to the public, must anticipate their passengers' expectations of new facilities for greater comfort and safety. United will put in service new, huge 44-50 passenger Mainliners offering comforts, conveniences and thoughtful appointments surpassing anything heretofore known, and flying from coast to coast in 11 hours with new devices to assure safe flight."

E-L is ready right now with Vibrator Power Supplies to bring passengers the greater comfort of fluorescent lighting as well as the convenience and safety of radio and radio-telephone. E-L Black Light equipment is available as a safety device for instrument panel illumination at night to eliminate blinding interior glare and to provide clear, sharply defined instrument calibration. Engineered to specific space and voltage requirements, Electronic Laboratories products are used wherever current must be changed in voltage, frequency or type. E-L engineers invite inquiries.

E-L STANDARD POWER SUPPLY
MODEL 307
For the operation of standard 110 volt AC equipment, such as radios and small motors, from a 6 volt battery. Characteristics: Input voltage, 6 v.; DC; Output voltage, 115 v. AC; Output power, 100 watts; Output frequency, 60 cycles.
Dimensions: 7x8¼ x 10¾ in. Weight: 23½ pounds.

Write for further information of this and other models of the extensive E-L line.
poses, the grid-plate capacitance is in parallel with the input circuit while the grid-cathode capacity is in parallel with but a small part of the input. The effect of the grid-cathode capacitance can usually be neglected.

The output impedance, the impedance looking back from the speaker, is approximately equal to the inverse of the transconductance in mhos. Thus a tube with a transconductance of 5000 micromhos would offer an output impedance of 200 ohms. The value of the load impedance of the tube has little effect on this output impedance.

As an example the author describes a circuit wherein he used a Mazda AC2 pentode connected as a triode. The input to the cathode follower is through means of an interstage transformer. This is necessary due to the fact that the input voltage must be larger than the output voltage, and is of the order of about 200 volts peak. Unless very high plate voltages are used this cannot be obtained from the usual resistance-capacity coupled amplifier.

The grid return of the input transformer to the cathode follower is connected to a point on the voltage divider, making the grid positive with respect to chassis but negative with respect to the cathode by its customary amount. In some cases it may be possible to do away with this positive bias, and in some cases a small negative bias is needed. One should adjust for normal plate current of the tube.

Contrary to expectations, the tube requires the same load impedance as it does under normal operating conditions. The tube characteristics are still the same and the tube still requires a load impedance of 5000 ohms in the example cited.

[Continued on page 56]
The relationship between pachyderms and JENSEN speakers is, of course, obscure. It will take another hundred thirty-five years or so to determine positively whether JENSEN speakers actually have the ruggedness and the longevity of an elephant, but we do know of many JENSEN speakers in use fifteen years and more that still are operating more than adequately. JENSEN engineers have never designed a speaker that didn't have durability as one of its major qualifications.
WAVE GUIDE IMPEDANCE

V. J. YOUNG
Engineer,
Sperry Gyroscope Company

Factors involved in the determination of wave guide impedance, calculating impedance from field strength measurements, cut-off frequency, and other considerations are discussed.

When we desire to specify the operation of any electrical device such as a wave-guide assembly, we are confronted with making a choice among several procedures. For example, we might set out to describe the motion of charge in the system under all conditions of operation, or we might try to write expressions showing how the electric and magnetic fields will vary. Either of these, if done completely, would be an accurate specification and one which would cover all contingencies. The charge and current approach is the one usually used at audio frequencies or with direct currents. The discussion of electric and magnetic fields is apt to be more useful with microwaves.

Actually, we may always quote Maxwell's equations as telling us how any wave-guide apparatus will work since these expressions, themselves, are a very general way of stating all the requirements for any electrical apparatus. For a given set, however, this is hardly fair. Instead, it is necessary to put physical facts into the equations as boundary conditions and perform integrations so as to obtain algebraic relations connecting the electric and magnetic fields with physical properties of the wave guide. In general, this is not always practicable. Therefore, we usually try only to get values of quantities such as $E/H$, where $E$ represents the electric field and $H$ the magnetic field. In certain cases we may be able to compute $E/H$ values directly by reasoning which starts from fundamentals; more often calculations which try to forecast the operation of a certain wave-guide assembly have to be based upon idealized conditions and are only expected to approximate actual results. Very frequently, too, the process of design is entirely empirical; charts and graphical constructions are made to show that a diaphragm or a slot with certain dimensions will cause a certain reactance when placed at certain positions, etc.

Limitations

A discussion of wave-guide impedance must start off with a warning that its calculation or measurement is not alone the whole story. It does not, for example, tell us anything about the dielectric breakdown strength which can limit the flow of power through the device, nor need it describe dissipative losses or radiation elsewhere in the circuit. It tells the ratio of the electric to the magnetic field at a certain point in the waveguide, and nothing more. That we are able to make good use of the concept in making generalizations concerning the matching of elements and the procurement of the optimum operation of an over-all system is a matter for investigation quite apart from the definition. If the actual values of the electric and magnetic fields are known everywhere in a system at all times, the operation is entirely known; if only the impedance (i.e., the ratio of the field magnitudes) is known, considerably less information is at hand. But it happens that this ratio information is very useful and quite analogous to the concept of impedance as used in wired transmission lines as well as being, in general, much easier to compute or measure.

If the impedance of a certain wave guide terminated with a load (such as an antenna) is desired, the values of $E$ and $H$ at the entrance end might be
measured as a function of time. Both would presumably be found to vary as approximately pure sine functions of time. If they did not, it would mean that more than one frequency was being fed into the assembly and that more than one mode of the guide was being excited. Separate calculations would then need to be made for each mode. Wave-guide impedance is no more independent of frequency than is impedance in the usual sense although, since a given design is usually intended for only a single frequency, or at least a fairly narrow band of frequencies, this does not usually concern us very much.

Just as in the case of ordinary wired circuits, wave-guide impedance usually implies more than just the ratio of two numbers representing the peak, average, or rms values of the sinusoidally varying fields. The impedance may, as a special case, be pure resistance or it may be reactive in a way corresponding either to capacitive or to inductive preponderance. What this means in terms of a wave guide may be stated somewhat as follows:

**Field-Strength Measurement**

If at a particular point in a wave-guide a small loop is inserted so that a portion of the magnetic field in the guide links the loop but is only negligibly disturbed by its presence then, as the energy being transported by the wave guide flows past the loop the linkage varies and a current tends to flow in the loop (Fig. 1). This current is a measure of the magnetic field and may be rectified to read the average strength of the field. If it were feasible to read the strength of the field directly without detection it would be found to vary with time as a sine function. That is, if time were marked along the x-axis of a Cartesian co-ordinate system and the values of the magnetic field at the loop were plotted along that axis but with y-coordinates determined by the field strength in accordance with a suitable scale on the ordinate, a sine curve would result.

Positive values of the sine curve might correspond arbitrarily to magnetic flux passing in one direction through the loop and negative values to flux passing through in the other direction. Although it is not generally feasible to make measurements directly for such a plot, average value measurements can be made which indirectly confirm the result.

Similarly, a small probe can be inserted into the wave guide at the same place along its length as the loop just referred to. This probe, which is insulated from the guide, can be introduced in such a fashion that its length extends along the electric field and its exterior end may continue as the center conductor of a coaxial line whose outer shield is attached to the wave guide (Fig. 1). Even though the probe is small and extends only a short distance into the guide so as not to appreciably influence the operation of the guide, it will still be subject along its length to a varying electric gradient as electromagnetic waves carry energy past it along the guide. This will manifest itself as a very small flow of energy along the coaxial line in which the probe is terminated. With a proper arrangement this extracted energy may be measured and since it was induced into the test probe by the electric field, it is a measure of that field. Thus we may also think of plotting the electric field against time in Cartesian coordinates and, when that is done, a sine curve again results.

**Nature of Wave-Guide Impedance**

With these two sine curves in mind we are then ready to define explicitly the impedance of the wave-guide system at the point where our probe and loop were located. If, in proper units, the magnitude of the E field were 50 times greater than that of the H field, the impedance is 50 ohms. If the maxima of the two fields occur at the same instant of time, then that 50 ohms is pure resistive impedance. If the sine curve representing H is ahead of the E curve by an amount equal to a quarter period of the sine wave, the impedance is said to be pure capacitance; if H lags E by a quarter period, the impedance is pure inductance. All of this is very much like our concept of impedance as applied to ordinary circuits where only voltage and current are dealt with. Likewise, in a wave guide, pure resistance or reactance are limiting cases; actual measurements may show an intermediate phase shift between the two sine curves.

As in ordinary circuit theory, it is convenient to represent impedance as a vector. To do so some arbitrary direction such as horizontally and to the right is chosen to represent resistance; then a vector pointing vertically upward might be assigned the meaning of a pure inductance and one directed vertically downward that of a capacitance. Vectors drawn at intermediate angles represent a mixture of resistance and reactance. The length of the vector will, in all cases, represent the magnitude of the impedance. Thus, a 50-ohm impedance would be a vector drawn 50 units long according to some scale and would point to the right and somewhat upward or downward, depending upon the reactive components (Fig. 2).

Again, as in ordinary circuit theory, a very compact and convenient way to specify impedance so as to show phase as well as magnitude is made available by the use of complex numbers. The scheme depends upon the fact that if we arbitrarily agree to always draw our impedance vectors in a Cartesian coordinate system with their tails at the origin, then a single point in that system may completely specify an impedance. In terms of complex notation such a point is written as \( A + jB \), where \( A \) is the x-coordinate and \( B \) is the y-coordinate of the head of the desired impedance vector. In Fig. 3 the impedances represented would, reading clockwise, be respectively denoted by \( \overset{1}{\text{Reactive Phase in Wave Guides:}} \)

**Fig. 2. Vector representation of impedance**

**Fig. 3. Representation of impedance by use of complex numbers**
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complex members, as $50i$, $30 + 40i$, $50$, $40 - 30i$, and $-50i$. All these vectors are 50 units long and, hence, represent impedances whose magnitudes are all 50 ohms.

**Selecting a Unit System**

As has been pointed out, if we desire to have impedance values as defined for $E$ and $H$ come out in ohms so as to correspond that much more closely to impedance in wired circuits, it is necessary that proper units be chosen for the measurement of each field. One proper set of units is automatically obtained if the MKS (meter, kilogram, second, or Giorgi system of units) is used. In that system $E$ is measured in volts per meter and $H$ in amperes per meter. Thus:

$$\text{Impedance} = E/H = \left(\frac{\text{volts}}{\text{meters}}\right) / \left(\frac{\text{amperes}}{\text{meters}}\right) = \frac{\text{volts}}{\text{amperes}} \times \frac{\text{meters}}{\text{meters}} = \frac{\text{volts}}{\text{amperes}}$$

which we can see immediately from Ohm's Law to be the correct form to give impedance the dimension of ohms. Thus, the impedance of free space may be said to be $376.6$ ohms. This means that out in space after electromagnetic energy has left the antenna, the electric field is always $376.6$ times greater than the magnetic field if both are measured in Giorgi units.

Without carefully considering the properties of the medium, which are usually expressed by permeability and dielectric constant, we can nevertheless see that these are reasonable units for $E$ and $H$ and that they can measure what we want them to. Electric field is the sort of thing that occurs between the plates of a condenser. If the plates are $100$ volts different in potential then, even though no material (i.e., a perfect vacuum) exists between the plates, we find it convenient to speak of the electric field there. This is so because if we insert a probe in that space, energy can be extracted under certain conditions. The electric field which we imagine to be present in the absence of all matter is just a measure of the way the 100-volt drop between the plates is divided up throughout the space. Volts per meter is a reasonable unit for measuring such a thing.

Similarly, if a charge is moving in free space, or, according to Maxwell's equations, if the electric field is changing, a magnetic field is formed. Again we find it convenient to speak of the presence of this field even in a vacuum because whenever a magnet is inserted in the space it will usually be subject to a torque which will try to align it with the field. Presumably, the field in any region can always be simulated by allowing a given current to flow through a given length of wire properly located in that region. Hence it is reasonable to measure magnetic fields in terms of amperes per meter.

**Orientation of Fields**

The first problem in calculating the impedance of a geometric array of conductors which may form a waveguide is to decide how the electric and magnetic fields will be oriented in that array. In doing this we are really considering various modes of energy propagation. That is, depending upon the feed into the guide and the source frequency, it often turns out that a given wave-guide assembly will transport energy with the $E$ and $H$ fields oriented in accordance with two or more schemes (Fig. 4). We then say that propagation in two or more modes is possible. Certain rules may be deduced from Maxwell's equations which can guide us in deciding what these modes are by telling us of certain necessary conditions which must obtain on the inner surfaces of the wave guide. We will first consider these rules in their most general form.

The rules are valid at any surface of discontinuity of the medium such as at the surface of a conductor or at a plane which is the boundary between two kinds of dielectric. They are: (1) the tangential component of $E$ is continuous; (2) the normal component of $B$ is continuous, where $B$ is defined as the product of $H$ and the permeability of the material in which the measurement is made at the time of making the measurement; (3) the tangential component of $H$ is discontinuous by an amount equal to the current per unit area flowing in the boundary surface; and (4) the normal component of $E$, which is defined as the product of $E$ and the dielectric constant, is discontinuous by an amount equal to the charge per unit area on the surface of

![Fig. 4. End view of circular wave guide excited in certain modes. The force lines shown the direction of the electric field](image-url)
which are generated somewhere along a wave-guide transmission line can cause serious losses of power because elsewhere the line is not designed to pass them and they are attenuated out by causing excessive currents to flow and the power to go into heat through IR losses.

**Field-Free Conditions**

Very often wave guides are made only of highly conductive metals and use only air as a dielectric. In this case the only surface of discontinuity is that between air and the metal, which very closely approximates a surface between a vacuum and a perfectly conducting material. A vacuum has a dielectric constant and a permeability which are constant and well known. In the Giorgi system of units the permeability of a vacuum is $4\pi \times 10^{-7}$ henrys per meter, and the dielectric constant is $8.85 \times 10^{-12}$ farads per meter. A perfectly conducting metal is a medium which can support no electric or changing magnetic fields except perhaps on its surface. That the interior of such a metal is field-free is clear from Lenz's law which states that whenever a magnetic field changes, currents are induced in neighboring conductors which oppose that change in the field. Since the metal is resistance-free, these currents completely cancel any change in the field. Steady magnetic fields, such as might arise from permanent magnets, are of no concern to us. Likewise, it is clear that no electric field can exist in a perfect conductor since, by Ohm's law, that would demand infinite current.

Thus, in special cases where only vacuum and perfect conductors are present, the boundary condition rules for constructing propagation modes may be specialized and written somewhat as follows: (1) the tangential component of $E$ is zero; (2) the normal components of $B$ and $H$ are zero; (3) the tangential component of $H$ is equal to the current per unit area flowing in the boundary surface; and (4) the normal component of $E$ is equal to the charge per unit area on the surface of discontinuity divided by $8.85 \times 10^{-12}$. Taken together, these saying qualitatively that $E$ lines of force may start and end at the metal surfaces and are perpendicular to them. Likewise, magnetic lines of force do not start or stop on the surfaces and, in general, touch the surfaces only as tangents.

In Fig. 5, a section of a rectangular wave guide is represented as operating in an acceptable mode. In the end, top, and side views the electric and magnetic fields are shown by lines of force. These lines indicate the strength of the field by their spacing and, in accordance with the arrows, they show the direction at every point through which they pass. The mode shown is one commonly used and is usually called the TE$_{10}$ mode. The letters TE refer to the fact that the electric field runs only transversely across the narrow dimension of the wave guide, while the magnetic field extends across the wider dimension and has a longitudinal component as well. The subscripts 1,0 indicate that in going across the wide dimension, one maximum in the electric field strength will be observed, while in moving across the guide in the narrow direction, the magnetic field is found to be constant and without maximums or minimums. It will be observed that this TE$_{10}$ mode qualitatively satisfies the boundary conditions which we have quoted. Namely: the $H$ field lines curve so as to remain tangent to the wall at contact and the electric field intensity falls off to a zero value at the side walls so as to present no tangential components.

**Desired Conditions**

It is desired that the energy in the wave guide shown in Fig. 5 flow along the guide in the direction OA. If any energy which flows crosswise of the guide, or even at an angle $\theta$ from the desired direction, is absorbed in the walls of the guide, then that energy is dissipated and the transmitted wave is attenuated. Since Poynting's vector showing the direction of energy flow is always mutually perpendicular to both the $E$ and $H$ fields, it is understandable that no energy will flow in a direction such as $\theta$ toward the wider side of the guide. In order for it to do so, the $E$ vectors would have to tilt to remain perpendicular to the new direction of propagation, and would thus presumably cause trouble with the boundary conditions. As for energy flowing to the other walls of the guide, the situation is different. No longitudinal components of $E$ are needed; and $H$, except at the center of the guide, does have at least a small component along the guide.

In Fig. 6, another top view of a rectangular guide in the TE$_{10}$ mode is shown. The electric field is perpendicular to the paper. Vectors representing it are shown either as dots or small circles. The dots indicate a vector coming out of the plane of the paper and the circles show one going in. The strength of the field is indicated by the density with which these dots or circles are drawn. Thus, at the instant shown, the electric field has its maximum value at a point such as A. The intensity then falls off like a
sine function, crosswise of the guide to zero at points like B, and lengthwise to zero at points like C.

This arrangement of the electric field, along with the magnetic field also shown, moves along the guide and in doing so carries energy with it. For a wave guide operating like the one shown in Fig. 6, this is strictly true for wave lengths which we say are short enough to be below cut off. The mathematics of showing this to be true is moderately complicated but it is, at least, apparent that such is possible. Remembering that the direction of Poynting's vector is obtained by thinking of the direction of motion of a right-hand screw turned so as to rotate the E vector into the H vector, it is clear that in Fig. 6 a wave can be propagated to a point on the side wall in either of two manners. For example, several Poynting's vectors are shown in Fig. 6 pointing toward D on one side wall. Those which are shown will not reach D simultaneously and, hence, are not the proper ones to indicate complete cancellation of energy flow to D, but at least they serve to show that Poynting's vectors propagated to D may be of the sort in which the E vector points out of the paper, or another sort in which the E vector heads into the paper but is compensated by a reversed magnetic field. Under proper conditions these may just cancel each other at points on the side walls and thus cause a zero tangential electric field there as required by the boundary conditions. When this is true, no energy is present at the wall surface and there is, consequently, no attenuation of the energy flow along the guide.

Cut-Off Frequency

As a matter of fact, in the TF\textsubscript{10} mode the cut-off frequency above which there is no attenuation may be determined very simply and to a certain extent can be intuitively verified. The shortest route by which a point such as D on the sidewall of the wave guide shown in Fig. 6 can feel the effect of waves propagated from all points across the guide is along a transverse line like an imaginary one drawn from D to E. If the distance DE (the width of the guide) is equal to or greater than a half wave length, then the waves reaching D at a given instant from points along that line must have started at times up to \( \frac{1}{2} \) cycle sooner or more. Since the whole wave is moving along the guide, it is clear that in part this flow must correspond to E vectors coming out of the plane of the paper and in part to ones going in because a half cycle or half wave length along the guide is always sufficient to embrace both. The most interesting part is that this complete cancellation takes place even if the width of the wave guide is greater than a half-wave length because of the peculiar distribution and motion of the field strength values. But at wave lengths longer than twice the guide width, energy is carried to the side walls and, in attempting to violate the boundary conditions, it is dissipated. The cut-off frequency of a rectangular wave guide in the TE\textsubscript{10} mode is specified by \( \lambda_c = 2b \), where \( \lambda_c \) is the wave length in free space, and \( b \) is the wider dimension of the guide. At all longer wave lengths some attenuation is experienced; except for complications which may arise in order to avoid higher order modes when \( \lambda_c < b \), all other wave lengths are readily passed. A wave guide is analogous to a high-pass filter in this respect.

Specific Impedance

We are now ready to discuss the impedance of the TE\textsubscript{10} mode in a rec-
UNIT SYSTEMS

And Their Relations

JOHN M. BORST

The existence of some thirteen or more systems of electric and magnetic units together with the habit of some writers to mix units of more than one system in a single equation has created confusion in the minds of many. It has become necessary to specify each unit used in an equation if one wishes to make certain that it can readily be used.

The unfamiliarity with the systems and the resulting confusion cannot be blamed on the engineers. It seems that most textbooks are very hazy on the subject, and when many sources are consulted one soon runs into contradictions. Much of the literature is devoted to a discussion of technicalities which may interest physicists but are of no use to the engineer. Further, many authors introduce modified systems of their own.

The aim of this article is to explain the systems which the engineer is most likely to encounter, especially in the new textbooks. Technicalities will be avoided so as not to confuse the reader. Also, the subject of dimensions will not be discussed.

The Unit

In order to measure the magnitude of a physical quantity, it must be compared with a standard amount, or unit, of this quantity. The magnitude is expressed by a ratio, a pure number, which denotes the number of times the unit quantity is contained in the measured quantity.

The size of the standard amount or unit can be arbitrarily chosen, but a satisfactory unit must have a convenient size so that the average quantity measured will not have to be expressed by means of cumbersome large or very small numbers.

One might say that a unit system is a collection of units for different quantities which are generally used together. The foot-pound-second system could be called such a system. Evidently the size of the unit of length, mass, and time were chosen independently for convenient size without regard to the relation between them.

Physical quantities are related to each other. These relations, when expressed mathematically in the most general way, will contain proportionality constants. For instance, the relation between volume and length can be expressed by the equation

\[ V = k l w h \]

where \( l \), \( w \), and \( h \) are the length, width, and height, respectively, of a rectangular container and \( k \) is a proportionality constant depending on the units chosen. If \( l \), \( w \), and \( h \) are expressed in inches and \( V \) in cubic inches, then \( k = 1 \), but if \( V \) is in gallons, \( k = 4.329 \times 10^3 \).

If any other equation in physics were written, a proportionality constant would have to be included, so long as the choice of units was still unknown.

In a self-consistent unit system the units are so chosen that all these proportionality constants, or as many of them as possible, will be unity. From this standpoint, the foot-pound-second system is not a self-consistent system.

In column 3 of the Unit Conversion Table included with this article are the equations which show the simple relations between the physical quantities, covering mechanics, electricity and magnetism. It should be clear that, if a unit system is to be selected, one cannot choose all units arbitrarily. In fact, it will be found that but a very few units can be so chosen; the others are then fixed by the equations. Thus, to cover the field of mechanics, three fundamental units can be selected. After this has been done, only one more is needed to cover the physics of heat and another for electricity and magnetism. Consequently, to cover the field of mechanics, electricity and magnetism, we can choose but four fundamental units and the other units are derived from these by means of the equations. These are called derived units.

The Cgs System

In the cgs system (for mechanics), the three fundamental units are the centimeter, the gram and the second. Even these three were not chosen entirely at random. The gram is supposed to be equal to the mass of a cubic centimeter of water at conditions of maximum density. From these three fundamental units of length, mass, and time, the other mechanical units are derived. Thus, for instance, the unit of velocity becomes one centimeter per second and the unit of acceleration becomes one centimeter per second per second. The unit of force, the dyne, is the force needed to give an acceleration of one centimeter per second per second to a mass of one gram.

By now the reader will probably want to know why one self-consistent system of units would not be sufficient and why there should have to be many.

[Continued on page 241]
### Table of Units and Conversion Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>MKS</th>
<th>Rationalized</th>
<th>MKS Subrationalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cm</td>
<td>10⁻²</td>
<td>10⁻²</td>
<td>10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm/sec</td>
<td>10⁻³</td>
<td>1/100</td>
<td>1/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm²/sec</td>
<td>10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1/100</td>
<td>1/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joule</td>
<td>10⁻⁷</td>
<td>1/100</td>
<td>1/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watt</td>
<td>10⁻⁷</td>
<td>1/100</td>
<td>1/100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Conversion Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ε₀</td>
<td>Permittivity of space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>Charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>Surface charge density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Volume charge density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Electric field strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Electric flux density, Displacement density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Electric flux displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Elastance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Polarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>Potential, Potential difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>E. m.f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Current density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Resistivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Conductance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>Conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ₀</td>
<td>Permeability of space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>Reluctivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Pole strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Magnetic moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Intensity of magnetization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Magnetic potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Magnetic potential difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Magnetic induction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>Magnetic flux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Magnetic flux density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ψ</td>
<td>Permeance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>Inductance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To convert from e.m.u. to e.s.u. multiply by: 1/100.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Conversion Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4πrc</td>
<td>Weber</td>
<td>4π/10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4πrc²</td>
<td>Weber^2</td>
<td>4π/10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4πrc³</td>
<td>Weber^3</td>
<td>4π/10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table Notes

- To convert from e.m.u. to e.s.u. multiply by 1/100.
- 1 cm = 2.998 × 10⁻⁶ m
- 1 cm² = 3.335 × 10⁻¹² m²
- 4π = 12.57
A survey of various unit systems and their relationships to each other which should help to clarify this complex subject. The Unit Conversion Table, which accompanies this article, will be found useful in enabling a suitable choice of units for a given equation and in interpreting equations employed in modern textbooks.

The difficulty here is to follow the rules of a self-consistent system and also to have all the units of reasonable size. To explain this further, let us imagine ourselves back in the time when a cgs system for mechanics was available and when this system had to be extended to include electricity and magnetism. In those days the relation between electricity and magnetism was not so well appreciated and the workers in electricity and those in magnetism proceeded independently.

First, take Coulomb's law for the force between two electric charges (as modified by Cavendish)

$$ F = \frac{q_1 q_2}{k_e r^2} \quad \cdots \cdots (1) $$

In this equation, $r$, representing the distance between the two charges, is in cm and the force $F$ is in dynes, these being the units of the cgs systems. $k_e$ is a constant depending on the medium and was taken as unity for a vacuum. So, in order to maintain the equation in this form, without adding another proportionality constant, the unit of charge is determined. This unit is now known as a statcoulomb.

Having derived this unit of charge, the unit of potential difference, the statvolt, is easily found. If it requires one erg (unit of work) to move a charge of one statcoulomb from one location to another, the potential difference between these two points is one statvolt.

A statampere is one statcoulomb per second, etc., so all other units are easily derived.

**Magnetomotive Force**

Now consider those working in the field of magnetism and how they extended the cgs system. The first equation is again Coulomb's law

$$ F = \frac{m_1 m_2}{k_m r^2} \quad \cdots \cdots (2) $$

where $k_m$ is a constant depending on the medium and which was chosen as unity for a vacuum; $r$ is in cm, $F$ in dynes as before. This equation determines the size of the unit pole.

The work done by carrying the unit magnetic pole once around a circuit is called the magnetomotive force (mmf). If this work amounts to one erg, the mmf is one gilbert; that defines the gilbert. A current flowing through a single turn which creates a magnetomotive force of $4\pi$ gilberts is one ampere.

Now this unit of current, the ampere, is not the same as the unit of current, the statampere, which was found before. In fact, it will be seen that all the units derived first, the electrostatic units, differ from the later electromagnetic units for the same quantities. Yet they were derived from the same fundamental mechanical units and using the same equations. Evidently there is something wrong.

If the electrostatic system is extended to include magnetic units, it will be found when reaching Coulomb's law for magnetic poles, that the two sides of the equation do not balance unless another factor is added to the equation. The same thing happens if the magnetic units are extended to include the electric quantities; then the same factor must be added to Coulomb's law for the force between two charges. This proportionality factor, usually written $\mu$, is numerically equal to the square of the velocity of light in cm per sec $3 \times 10^{10}$ cm per sec.

The accepted answer at present is that we have no right to assume that the dielectric constant of a vacuum is unity. Making that assumption amounts to choosing a fundamental unit. Similarly, we cannot assume that the permeability of a vacuum is unity; this also amounts to choosing a fundamental unit.

As explained above, only four fundamental units can be chosen and, having already three mechanical units, one cannot set both the dielectric constant and the permeability equal to unity and still have a self-consistent system. Therefore the two ways described above for obtaining a set of units must necessarily result in two different systems of units, since the fourth fundamental unit of each system is different. For purposes of convenience, it is now better to revise the symbols and a few of the equations.

The dielectric constant of a vacuum, ($\epsilon_0$, permittivity of space) is to be denoted by the symbol $\epsilon_0$ and the absolute dielectric constant of any medium by the symbol $\epsilon$. The dielectric constant which we have been calling the permeability is the relative permeability of a medium

$$ k_\epsilon = \frac{\epsilon}{\epsilon_0} \quad \cdots \cdots (3) $$

The permeability of space or of a vacuum is denoted by the symbol $\mu_0$ and the absolute permeability of any medium by the symbol $\mu$. What we have been calling the permeability is the relative permeability of a medium

$$ k_\mu = \frac{\mu}{\mu_0} \quad \cdots \cdots (4) $$

So long as the defining equations of column 3 are used, there is a relation between $\epsilon$ and $\mu$ in any system. It is

$$ \frac{1}{\sqrt{\epsilon \cdot \mu_0}} = c \quad \cdots \cdots (5) $$

where $c$ is numerically equal to the velocity of light expressed in units of the same system. For the cgs system that is $3 \times 10^{8}$.

The Laws of Coulomb must be rewritten to include these factors $\epsilon_0$, and $\mu_0$ and in other equations, wherever the relative dielectric constant and the relative permeability occurred, they should be replaced by the absolute quantities. For instance:

$$ F = \frac{q_1 q_2}{\epsilon_0 k_e r^2} = \frac{q_1 q_2}{c^2 r^2} \quad \cdots \cdots (6) $$

$$ F = \frac{m_1 m_2}{\mu_0 k_m r^2} = \frac{m_1 m_2}{\mu r^2} \quad \cdots \cdots (7) $$

$$ B = k_\mu \epsilon_0 E = \frac{E}{c} \quad \cdots \cdots (8) $$

$$ B = \mu_0 k_\mu H \equiv \mu H \quad \cdots \cdots (9) $$

There are also some equations where the permeability or dielectric constant of vacuum alone came in and since this was unity in the system employed in some textbooks, it was left out. Such an equation was

$$ R = H^2 / (4 \pi f) \quad \cdots \cdots (10) $$

It should be written

$$ R = \frac{\mu_0 H^2}{4 \pi f} \quad \cdots \cdots (11) $$

With the provision that the writing of the dielectric constant and the permeability be done in accordance with the above rules, any equation which is valid in the cgs electrostatic system is...
also true in the cgs electromagnetic system and vice versa, without the addition of any constants. So long as all of the units are changed to the other system, no conversion factors need appear. A skeptical reader need but take any suitable equation and, changing to another system, include the necessary conversion factors for all units and he will see that the conversion factors cancel out.

In fact, we can go further and say that any equation which is valid in any self-consistent system of units derived from the line of equations shown in column 3 is also valid in any other self-consistent system of units derived from these same equations. But in all cases one must change all the units to the new system.

Now let us briefly review the unit systems. First there is the cgs electrostatic system; its four fundamental units are the centimeter, the gram, the second and the dielectric constant of space, which is unity. The names of the units are generally given the prefix sta. In this system the permeability of free space (vacuum) is \(1/c^2 = 1.113 \times 10^{20}\) statenhenry per cm.

The cgs electromagnetic system uses as its four fundamental units the centimeter, the gram, the second and the permeability of space equal to unity. In electromagnetic units the dielectric constant of free space is \(1/c^2 = 1.113 \times 10^{20}\) abfarad per cm. The names of the units in the cgs electromagnetic system are often prefixed sta.

The ratio of the magnitude of a unit in the cgs electrostatic system to the magnitude of the corresponding unit in the cgs electromagnetic system is always some power of \(c\). For the circuit parameters, such as resistance, inductance and capacity the dielectric constant of free space, it is \(c^2\) or \(1/c^2\) and for all other units it is either \(c\) or \(1/c\). It appears that this was first discovered by Weber and this factor \(c\) is sometimes referred to as “Weber’s constant.”

Both of these are cgs systems and are sometimes called absolute systems. However, there seems to be no agreement on just what is an absolute system. According to some writers an absolute system is any system which has the units of length, mass and time as fundamental units. Another viewpoint seems to be that only cgs systems are absolute systems, and still another is that only the cgs electromagnetic system is an absolute system. When in a book or article the author states that he is using the absolute system, or the cgs system, he means the cgs electromagnetic system.

A practical system is any system which uses the ampere, volt, ohm, farad, henry, the joule and the watt, although some of the other units may differ in various practical systems.

The Gaussian System

The symmetric system, also known as the Gaussian system, will perhaps best be understood if we return to the point in this article where it was found necessary to introduce the factors \(e_o\) and \(\mu_o\). There is still another way out of this difficulty; in the Gaussian unit system both \(e_o\) and \(\mu_o\) are unity or rather there is no admission that there are such quantities. The discrepancy is then adjusted by changing some of the defining equations. Another way of saying it is that Gauss took the cgs electrostatic units for problems in electromagnetics and the cgs electromagnetic units for problems in magnetics and in those equations where both electric and magnetic quantities occurred, he inserted the needed conversion factor. In the table, the Gaussian units above the dividing line are those taken from the cgs electrostatic system; those below the dividing line are from the cgs electromagnetic system. Therefore, if any unit above the dividing line is used in the same equation with a unit below the dividing line, the factor \(c\) must be added. For instance, the law for electromagnetic induction becomes:

\[
e = \frac{1}{c} \int \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}}{\partial t} \cdot d\mathbf{A} \quad \cdots \cdots \cdots (12)
\]

And the relation between frequency, inductance and capacity becomes:

\[
l = \frac{1}{\omega \sqrt{LC}} \quad \cdots \cdots \cdots (13)
\]

where \(f\) is in cycles per second, \(L\) in milli-microhenries (abhenries) and \(C\) in statfarads (1 statfarad is 1.11 \(\mu\)F). The insertion of the factor \(c\) amounts to using another line of defining equations, or one might say that it is a mixture of two systems of units. Therefore, equations in the Gaussian systems will have to be changed when the units are converted to another system. In many cases this change consists only in the omission of that factor \(c\) or \(c^2\).

Practical Systems

The unit systems so far described were used by physicists because of the simplicity of the equations when the cgs mechanical units were employed. However, because many of the units are either too small or too large for practical work the practical system was devised. Eight practical units were defined in terms of the cgs electromagnetic units; these were the ampere, the coulomb, the volt, the ohm, the henry, the farad, the weber, the joule and the watt. The ratios of the magnitudes of these units to the magnitudes of the corresponding cgs electromagnetic units are given in the table. All are integral powers of 10.

Once these eight units were chosen there are still several ways in which the other derived units can be determined. This appears to contradict our previous statement that but four fundamental units can be chosen arbitrarily but it does not. The eight practical units above are not all arbitrarily chosen. They bear certain relations to each other so as to maintain, for instance, Ohm’s law without the addition of a coefficient of proportionality.

These units, being defined in terms of the cgs electromagnetic system and therefore in terms of length, mass and time, are often called the absolute practical units. Since it was too difficult to compare standards with the units of length, mass and time, a system which employed some fundamental electric units was desired. In this system, the International system, the ohm and the ampere are two of the fundamental units. They are defined in terms of a standard resistance, that of a column of mercury having a length of 106.3 cm and a mass of 14.4521 grams, and a standard unit of current which will deposit silver at the rate of .001118 gram per second. From these two units, and the centimeter and the second, all the others can be determined. The magnitudes of the international ohm and the international ampere were intended to be the same as the magnitudes of those units in the absolute practical system; however, they differ by a small fraction of a per cent. For all practical purposes they may be considered the same and this small difference was not taken into account in the conversion table of this article.

The discrepancy in units is perhaps understandable in view of the fact that this international practical system, which has been in use since 1908, is not complete. Although a comprehensive system can be built up from it, some of these units do not appear to have been in use. This does not mean that it could not have been completed.

If the centimeter is retained as the unit of length, the practical International system would have to have as a unit of mass the gram-seven 108 gram or 10 metric tons. Indeed, a unit system called the CGS system was introduced by Bennett, having this unit of mass; it appears to have little use.

In this practical system, the value of

\[
e_o = \frac{1}{0} \times 10^8 \text{ farad per cm.}
\]

and \(\mu_o\) equals 109 henry per cm. These factors should be used in the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Electrostatic Unit</th>
<th>Electromagnetic Unit</th>
<th>Symmetric or Gaussian Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>centimeter</td>
<td>centimeter</td>
<td>centimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td>gram</td>
<td>gram</td>
<td>gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>second</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v = 1/t</td>
<td>cm/sec</td>
<td>cm/sec</td>
<td>cm/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a = v/t</td>
<td>cm/sec²</td>
<td>cm/sec²</td>
<td>cm/sec²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F = ma</td>
<td>dyne</td>
<td>dyne</td>
<td>dyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work, Energy</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W = Ft</td>
<td>erg</td>
<td>erg</td>
<td>erg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P = W/t</td>
<td>erg/sec</td>
<td>erg/sec</td>
<td>erg/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permittivity of space</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td>k = ε/E</td>
<td>1/ε c² abfarad/cm</td>
<td>1/ε c² abfarad/cm</td>
<td>1/ε c² abfarad/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>F = q/E</td>
<td>statcoulomb</td>
<td>statcoulomb</td>
<td>statcoulomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface charge density</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>σ = q/A</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm²</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm²</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume charge density</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>ρ = q/V</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm³</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm³</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric field strength</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E = grad V</td>
<td>statvolt/cm</td>
<td>c abvolt/cm</td>
<td>statvolt/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric flux density, Displacement density</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D = σE</td>
<td>1/4π σ statcoulomb/cm²</td>
<td>1/4π σ statcoulomb/cm²</td>
<td>1/4π σ statcoulomb/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric flux displacement</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V = DA</td>
<td>line = 1/ε statcoulomb</td>
<td>line = 1/ε statcoulomb</td>
<td>line = 1/ε statcoulomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C = q/V</td>
<td>statfarad = cm</td>
<td>abfarad</td>
<td>statfarad cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastance</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S = 1/C</td>
<td>statfarad</td>
<td>abfarad</td>
<td>abfarad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P = c/V</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm²</td>
<td>abcoulomb/cm²</td>
<td>statcoulomb/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential, Potential difference</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V = F = q/E</td>
<td>statvolt</td>
<td>c abvolt</td>
<td>statvolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.M.F.</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e = -dΦ/dt</td>
<td>statvolt</td>
<td>abvolt</td>
<td>abvolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i = dq/dt</td>
<td>statampere</td>
<td>abampere</td>
<td>statampere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current density</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i = A</td>
<td>statampere/cm²</td>
<td>abampere/cm²</td>
<td>statampere/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R = e/i = V/I</td>
<td>statohm</td>
<td>c² abohm</td>
<td>statohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistivity</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>ρ = ohm/cm²</td>
<td>statohm/cm²</td>
<td>abohm/cm</td>
<td>statohm/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductance</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G = 1/R</td>
<td>statrmo/cm²</td>
<td>abhmo/cm²</td>
<td>statrmo/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>γ = 1/p</td>
<td>statmo/cm²</td>
<td>abhmo/cm²</td>
<td>statmo/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability of space</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>k = μ/μ₀</td>
<td>1/ε c² stathenry/cm</td>
<td>1 abhenry/cm</td>
<td>1 abhenry/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctivity</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v = 1/μ</td>
<td>statunit</td>
<td>unit pole</td>
<td>unit pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic moment</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m = MI</td>
<td>cm pole</td>
<td>pole cm</td>
<td>pole cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of magnetization</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>cm pole²</td>
<td>pole/cm²</td>
<td>pole/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic potential</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>c²</td>
<td>c²</td>
<td>c²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic potential difference magnetomotive force</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M = 4πNI</td>
<td>1/c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetizing force</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H = M/I</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic flux density, Magnetic induction</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B = µH</td>
<td>statweber/cm²</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic flux</td>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>Φ = BA</td>
<td>statweber</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctance</td>
<td>Ρ</td>
<td>Ρ = M/Φ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeance</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ = B/H</td>
<td>c²</td>
<td>c²</td>
<td>c²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L = e/(s/d)</td>
<td>stathenry</td>
<td>c²</td>
<td>c²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** MKS (R) = subrealionalized MKS unit. 1 e.s.u. = 1 e.m.u. The conversion factor N is in the column below this heading. This can also be read: multiply number of e.s.u. by N to obtain e.m.u. Also, number of e.m. or, the magnitude of
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A comprehensive survey of the various types of wire and cable used in radio equipment, with analyses and sound, practical information regarding their selection to meet specified service conditions.

The most basic component of any electrically energized equipment and all too often the one given least attention in design is the electric conductor. At first glance, wires and cables seem to be relatively simple items which should cause no trouble in operation, provided they are not overloaded. Such a concept might be nearly true if bare conductors could be used. With but few exceptions, however, some form of insulation is necessary and thereby the conductor is transformed into a specialty product requiring engineering skill of the highest order to manufacture and utilize successfully.

Many engineers will undoubtedly say that the foregoing statement is grossly exaggerated. That it is true, nevertheless, should be apparent when one considers the manifold insulation requirements which enter regularly into electric wire and cable design. These requirements listed below are just as important as the more obvious limitations of electric current capacity and voltage drop with respect to satisfactory and reliable operation.

**Dielectric Properties**
- Dielectric strength
- Insulation resistance
- Surface leakage resistance
- Power factor
- Dielectric constant

**Physical Properties**
- Operating temperature range
- Softening and brittle points
- Moisture resistance
- Flame resistance
- Life expectancy

**Mechanical Properties**
- Flexibility and endurance
- Abrasion resistance
- Crushing resistance
- Vibration and shock resistance

**Chemical Properties**
- Impermeability to liquids, acids, etc.
- Non-corrosiveness
- Color stability
- Fungus and vermin resistance

PART I

It should also be appreciated that these insulation properties are not separate and distinct but interdependent in a rather complicated manner. For example, the wire insulation may be flexible at room temperature but may soften under heat or stiffen under cold, with adverse effect upon one or more of the dielectric properties. Likewise, the entrance of moisture, oil, or chemicals may completely change or even destroy the original characteristics of the insulation. Add to these requirements the primary necessity for minimum diameter and weight in aircraft applications and the picture is substantially complete but certainly not simple.

**Terminology**

Unfortunately, wire and cable terms are employed somewhat differently in the power and electronic fields. In power engineering, the terminology is fully standardized and rigidly employed according to definitions. A wire is defined as "a slender rod or filament of drawn metal" and therefore applies only to solid conductors such as magnet wires. All other types are classified as cables since a cable is defined as "either a stranded conductor (single-conductor cable) or a combination of conductors insulated from one another (multiple-conductor cable)". In radio engineering, there are no written standard definitions and the terms "wire" and "cable" are applied more loosely. A wire is understood to be a single conductor of small diameter, either solid or stranded, which thus extends the scope of the term beyond magnet wires to include Litz, lead, and ordinary hook-up wires. The larger single conductors, coaxial or concentric lines, and sheathed multiple conductors (except flexible cords) are known as cables. Flexible cords, twisted pair, and parallel pair are familiar terms meaning the same in both fields and need no explanation. It would be best, however, to mention the "harness" as a term commonly used in radio to denote an assembly of single conductors (wires) tied or bound together and usually equipped with terminals.

In the following discussion, the terminology employed will be that which is conventional to radio and electronic parlance. All references to wire and cable furthermore will be understood to mean insulated types unless qualified by the term "bare". There should be no confusion provided these and the foregoing concepts are kept firmly in mind.

**Conductors**

*Materials:* Copper is without question the metal of the electrical industry. More than one-half of the entire amount produced in the United States is consumed by that industry and the major part of that portion is utilized in the form of electric conductors. There are several reasons for this demand. Of first importance, copper has the lowest electrical resistivity of all metals except silver, and a low temperature coefficient of resistivity.* In addition, it is highly ductile, strong, resistant to fatigue and corrosion, uniform, and low in cost.

Largely because of the present emergency, much effort has been and is still
being directed toward the development of suitable substitute materials. Pure aluminum and zinc, as well as alloys thereof, have been tried with varying degrees of success but all are in one respect or another considerably inferior to copper. The most promising substitute to date is "copper-clad" in which a layer of copper is applied over a steel core to obtain a high-conductivity sheath but even this has received little acceptance. The latter type of construction should not be confused with silver-clad copper conductors which are often employed in ultra-high frequency circuits as a means of reducing losses due to the "skin effect."

Sizes.—Conductor sizes are popularly specified in terms of wire gauge numbers. Many different wire gauges have been devised and become established but the only one of importance to the electrical industry in this country today is the American Wire Gauge—commonly abbreviated to A.W.G. This gauge is also known as the Brown and Sharpe (B&S) gauge since it was originated by J. R. Brown, one of the founders of the Brown and Sharpe Mfg. Co. It has gained precedence over all of the others probably because of its inherent advantages from an engineering standpoint in that a simple mathematical relationship between successive sizes is maintained constant throughout.

An excellent treatise on the subject of wire gauges is available from the Bureau of Standards, covering the historical and theoretical considerations involved. Space limitations here prohibit any such discussion but it will be advantageous to include some facts about the American Wire Gauge that may be committed to memory. The nominal range of this gauge is from No. 0000 (4/0) to No. 36 for sizes 0.4600 inch and 0.0050 inch respectively. Since there are 38 sizes between these two diameters, the ratio of any diameter to the next smaller is equal to

$$\sqrt[39]{\frac{0.4600}{0.0050}} = \sqrt[39]{92} = 1.123$$

Fig. 1. Allowable temperature for various insulations

Fig. 2. Temperature rise

(approximately). The square of this ratio is 1.261 which is therefore equal to the ratio between any two successive areas in circular mils (C.M.) It is also useful to remember the following approximate resistance relationship:

$$A.W.G. \text{ No.} \quad \text{Ohms/1000 Ft.}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This relationship is maintained over each succeeding ten sizes throughout the gauge range.

Coatings.—Tin coating, commonly called "tinning", of the copper conductor has been so widely employed for so many years that it might be classified as a standard practice of the wire and cable industry. It was probably employed originally on large cables in lieu of a paper or textile separator to protect the copper from corrosion by active ingredients in the rubber compounds commonly used as electrical insulation. At any rate, the advent of high-production methods in radio manufacturing later made the use of such tinning on hook-up wires essential. With untinned wire, the soldering time at each joint would be increased perhaps ten times and there are usually not less than fifty joints in the smallest type of radio receiver.

Since tin became one of the critical materials, lead and lead-tin alloy have been employed to a large extent. These substitute coatings, admitted inferior to pure tin with respect to solderability, were made mandatory upon the manufacturers for several months through a WPB Limitation Order. This order at first limited the tin content to 20 per cent (by weight) but was later amended to permit up to 40 per cent for military radio and radar use, and was finally waived entirely in the latter applications for solid conductors up to A.W.G. #20. Since very few flexible hook-up wires contain strands of larger diameter, it can be said that tin coatings are again available for all electronic equipments being manufactured for the Armed Forces.

Strandings.—Flexible conductors are usually designed so that the aggregate area of the strands will approximate

* The electrical resistivity of pure copper, as defined by the International annealed Copper Standard, is 0.015328 ohm (meter, gram) at 20° C. and the temperature coefficient of resistivity, referred to 20° C., is 0.00393 per degree C. Commercial grade, soft-drawn copper is ordinarily of 98 percent conductivity (or better) with a temperature coefficient of 0.00385 per degree C. Hard-drawn copper of commercial grade is about 27 percent higher in resistance per given length than soft-annealed.

† Extensions of this gauge down to No. 46 have been made and are being used regularly.
the desired gauge size. An addition of not less than two per cent should be made for subsequent reduction of area through broken strands. Splices in the individual strands during manufacture are permissible but there should be no splicing of the conductor as a whole.

There are three types of stranding commonly employed—bunch, concentric, and rope lay. In bunch stranding, the individual wires are simply twisted together as a group and the number of wires comprising the bunch may be selected at will. Concentric stranding on the other hand follows a fixed pattern using one straight wire as a core around which are twisted layers of wires in consecutive multiples of six. Thus the number of wires in concentric stranding is fixed by the series 7, 19, 37, 61, 91, etc. Such stranding is much to be preferred over the bunch method since the conductor is perfectly circular in cross-section, insuring uniform wall thickness when extruded insulation is applied, and will not separate easily when the insulation is stripped. Rope-lay stranding is simply an extension of concentric stranding wherein several stranded conductors are twisted together in concentric fashion to form a large conductor with good flexibility.

It is misleading to speak of conductor flexibility without properly qualifying that term. True flexibility, or pliancy, is a function of the fineness of stranding; that is, for a given conductor size, the greater the number of strands and the smaller the strand diameter, the better the flexibility. On the other hand, flexing endurance which is often referred to as flexibility appears to bear little or no relationship to the fineness of stranding but is more dependent upon the quality of the copper and varies widely for a given material, with the amplitude of flexure. Either or both of these criteria of flexibility may be important to the equipment designer depending upon the specific conditions under which the wire is to be used.

**Temperature Limitations:** The most important consideration for any insulated electric conductor is the maximum permissible operating temperature. Since this is a fixed limit, the allowable temperature rise due to the flow of electric current will depend upon the ambient temperature. The higher the ambient temperature, the lower will be the allowable temperature rise, and the reverse is likewise true.

It is interesting to note that the maximum permissible operating temperature is determined not by the conductor proper but by the type of insulation thereon. Insulations utilized for electric wires and cables are classified under A.I.E.E. Standards with respect to the nature of the material and the impregnation thereof as follows:

- **Class O** insulation consists of cotton, silk, paper, and similar organic materials when neither impregnated nor immersed in a liquid dielectric.
- **Class A** insulation consists of: (1) Cotton, silk, paper, and similar organic materials when either impregnated or immersed in a liquid dielectric; (2) films and sheets of cellulose acetate the other cellulose derivatives of similar properties; and, (3) varnishes (enamels) as applied to conductors.
- **Class B** insulation consists of mica, asbestos, fiber glass, and similar inorganic materials in built-up form with organic binding substances.

Limiting values of operating temperature and temperature rise, based upon a reference ambient temperature of 40°C, for these three classes of insulation are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of Insulation</th>
<th>Maximum Operating Temperature</th>
<th>Temperature Rise Above Ambient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>90°C</td>
<td>50°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>105°C</td>
<td>65°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>130°C</td>
<td>90°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reference ambient temperature of 40°C was selected for the purpose of establishing limiting values of temperature rise to be used in design, on the basis of the duration time over which elevated ambient temperatures may be encountered within the continental United States. It is a well-known fact that the rate of deterioration of insulation increases exponentially as the temperature increases. The duration and extent of the higher ambient temperatures to which electrical apparatus may be subjected in operation is therefore a very important consideration. Weather Bureau data recorded over periods ranging from 15 to 75 years at numerous stations located throughout the entire country indicate that the following outdoor temperature durations are but seldom exceeded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outdoor Temperature</th>
<th>Duration Time (Maximum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30°C</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35°C</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°C</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45°C</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the foregoing, the choice of 40°C as a reference maximum ambient temperature is immediately apparent. It should be recognized, however, that this value should be relied upon in design only for equipment used within the United States and under conditions where indoor temperatures do not exceed those outdoors. Much higher ambient temperatures will be found inside of an airplane or an automobile, in the engine room of a ship, and in the tropics. Such are the conditions, however, under which most of the radio and other electrical equipment being produced for today's military needs must function. The designer therefore should in each individual case obtain the best possible knowledge of the climatic conditions to be encountered in service. For ambient temperatures which at times exceed 40°C, the temperature rise should
be reduced by an equal amount so that the maximum operating temperature for the type of insulation employed will never be exceeded. The curves shown in Fig. 1 illustrate the allowable temperature rise with respect to maximum ambient temperature for various types of insulating materials used on electric conductors. In addition to the three (A.I.E.E.) standard classes of insulation, which are important principally to magnet wires, there are included here corresponding curves for natural rubber and the more popular types of synthetic rubber and plastic elastomers utilized on radio hook-up wires and cables.

Current-Carrying Capacity: Knowing the allowable temperature rise, the next consideration will be the choice of a conductor size sufficiently large to meet that requirement when carrying the circuit current. This is particularly important with respect to hook-up wires for filament and primary supply circuits but there is unfortunately a dearth of authoritative information in the literature on this subject for the sizes commonly employed; viz., A.W.G. #14 to #22 and smaller. The small amount of data available on current-carrying capacity in this size range is either unreliable or ultra-conservative. Theoretical considerations indicate that the current required to produce a specified temperature rise in an insulated conductor is given by the equation:

\[ I = \frac{\sqrt{T}}{R_t R_a} \]

where

- \( I \) = current in amperes
- \( T \) = temperature rise in degrees C.
- \( R_t \) = conductor resistance at operating temperature in ohms/foot
- \( R_a \) = thermal resistance of insulation in thermal ohms/foot

Determination of the thermal resistance \( (R_a) \) is somewhat complicated, involving the geometry of the insulated conductor and the thermal volume and surface resistivities of the insulation as follows:

\[ R_a = 0.00522 \rho_r \log \frac{D}{d} + \frac{0.00411 \rho_s}{D} \]

where

- \( R_a \) = thermal resistance of insulation in thermal ohms/foot
- \( \rho_r \) = thermal volume resistivity in degrees C/watt/cm²
- \( \rho_s \) = thermal surface resistivity in degrees C/watt/cm²
- \( d \) = diameter of conductor in inches
- \( D \) = diameter of insulated conductor in inches

The preceding formula for thermal resistance \( (R_a) \) is a simplified version of the one given in a report by NEMA covering an analysis of current ratings for rubber-insulated building wires and cables, A.W.G. #14 and larger, in conduit. Resistivity values specified therein are \( \rho_r = 500 \) for rubber insulation and \( \rho_s = 314D + 650 \). Assuming that these factors may be applied equally well to smaller sizes (A.W.G. #14 to #22) with average insulation thickness of .020 to .025 inch, the relationship between current and temperature rise should be approximately as shown in Table 1.

Since this tabulated data applies to natural rubber and is accurate only to the extent of the assumptions necessarily made, its limitations are obvious. Natural rubber, as will be discussed later, is no longer generally available for insulation purposes; synthetic rubbers and plastic elastomers are now the rule. In view of this situation, additional test information is definitely required to establish current ratings for the smaller sizes with present day types of insulation.

Such tests have been performed by the Sperry Gyroscope Co., on conductors ranging from A.W.G. #14 to #22 inclusive insulated with an extruded (.025) wall of synthetic resinous compound of the vinyl copolymer type known commercially as Vinylite V. The method employed was chosen to simulate operating conditions of semi-restricted ventilation, the conductor being supported on dowels in a one-foot square configuration and enclosed within a box allowing one inch of free space on each side. Values of temperature rise plotted against current for the respective conductor sizes are shown in Fig. 2.

A rearrangement of these curves for more convenient usage is given in Fig. 2. In this case, the current is plotted against conductor area for three 10° C. increments of temperature rise and the curves are extrapolated to indicate the limitations of sizes smaller than A.W.G. #22. On this basis, the various conductor sizes would appear as follows.

![Fig. 4. Voltage drop in millivolts per foot](image)

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10° C.</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20° C.</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30° C.</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Continued on page 72]
Factors Involved In

CHOOSING TUBE TYPES

A. C. MATTHEWS

The employment of vacuum tubes in communication equipment is dependent upon several factors inherent in their design. These shortcomings or limitations should be carefully considered in choosing a specific tube from the more than 500 types available.

One of the main items to be borne in mind is that individual tubes of the same type are likely to vary as much as plus or minus 30% from their published characteristics. This wide tolerance seldom occurs in a particular production run, but is often encountered when replacements are obtained at a later date or from another source of supply. It is therefore desirable to check all designs with "high" and "low" limit tubes over the full range of operation.

The use of "special" tubes either as to type or characteristic is unsound from a design standpoint, since the replacement of such tubes is very often difficult, particularly when the equipment is likely to be used in a location far distant from a good source of supply.

Much valuable work has been done by various groups and organizations in attempting to standardize a list of "Preferred Tube Types." Such a list can only be of value so long as the equipment designer makes a conscientious effort to specify these tube types. Obviously the list will be revised from time to time as the radio art advances due to technical developments. It is therefore the duty of every design engineer to keep himself informed as to the status of this standardization program. In doing so he not only helps himself by selecting tube types which are currently available, and in all probability more uniform as to characteristics, but he helps the industry as a whole by making it possible for the tube manufacturers to concentrate their production on a few types, thereby increasing efficiency and production.

A discussion of the more important limitations which affect the choice of a proper tube type follows.

Types of Emitters

The type of filament or emitter plays a very important part in the operation of a vacuum tube. These may be divided into three main groups: (1) clean metal, (2) contaminated metal and (3) oxide coated emitters.

In the clean metal emitter group we have tungsten as representing the only practical pure metal emitter commonly used. (Pure metals, in general, have relatively low emission.) Tungsten filaments are fairly critical to applied voltages as far as useful life is concerned. When the emission requirements are not heavy it is advisable to operate the filament at 5% below normal voltage. This will result in nearly doubling the tube life and is to be recommended. A 10% reduction in filament voltage will result in approximately five times normal life. Obviously at such reduced voltages the emission capabilities will be impaired.

Tungsten filaments are employed in practically all high-power transmitting tubes because of the difficulty in obtaining a high vacuum with the oxide coated type, and the fact that positive-ion bombardment when high plate voltages are employed is likely to harm the emitter.

The most popular of the contaminated metal emitters is the thoriated-tungsten type. This consists of about 2% of thorium oxide (ThO₂) in the tungsten. By a special process the thorium is brought to the surface of the tungsten. The filament is then usually given a hydrocarbon treatment which forms tungsten carbide (W₂C) on the outer surface. This tends to decrease the rate of thorium evaporation and greatly increases the life of the tube.

The operation of thoriated type emitters at reduced filament voltages is not recommended since this would slow down the diffusion of thorium to the surface, with the result that the tube would lose its emission. The activity of a thoriated filament may sometimes be restored by removing the plate, screen and grid voltages and subjecting the filament to from 200 to 250% normal voltage for approximately one minute, after which the tube should
be allowed to age at 150% normal filament voltage for approximately ten minutes.

The thoriated-tungsten filament is seldom used for transmitter tubes because high plate voltages tend to remove the thorium from the surface faster than it can be replaced by normal action.

Caesium, potassium and sodium may also be absorbed on the surface of tungsten to improve the emission although these metals have not been used extensively in present day tubes. The third type of emitter, known as the oxide-coated type, usually has a longer life than the other two. It is capable of copious emission at relatively low temperatures and therefore is ideally suited as a source of emission for vacuum tubes. The usual coating consists of barium and strontium oxide. This is obtained by passing the filament or cathode through an aqueous suspension of barium and strontium carbonates, after which the filament is heated while being evacuated, thereby converting the carbonates to oxides.

The oxide-coated filament or cathode cannot be reactivated once the emission has decreased, so it is important to maintain filament voltages at their design center to obtain a long useful life.

### Heat Dissipation

When the electron stream from the cathode strikes the plate element it gives up its kinetic energy in the form of heat which must be dissipated. For this reason there is a definite limit to the amount of current that may be passed through a tube, depending upon the rate at which the heat generated may be dissipated. Small tubes require only normal air circulation around them, while larger types necessitate the use of forced air cooling. Still larger power tubes often require circulating water for cooling purposes.

The maximum safe operating temperature of a tube is usually limited by the ability of the electrodes to dissipate the heat. In an attempt to increase the heat radiation small power tubes often use blackened plates, while in the larger tubes graphite or carbon plates are employed. But the limiting factor is the glass-to-metal seal, which is likely to fail at temperatures in excess of 200°C.

Although a tube may be rated at 25 watts plate dissipation this does not necessarily mean that only 25 watts input can be employed unless all of the power is dissipated in the plate electrode. This, fortunately, is very seldom the case as it more often happens that inputs of twice the plate dissipation are employed wherein the extra power is absorbed in the output circuit.

In addition to the plate dissipation of a tube is voltage breakdown. Unfortunately, designs in which the length of the glass is long, thus giving a high breakdown voltage, usually have long leads and cannot be successfully used at very high frequencies. A compromise must therefore be made wherein these two factors are balanced to the satisfaction of the particular application. It should also be remembered that the voltage arc-over distance in air is much shorter than in a vacuum. This, of course, is only of importance where the electrode connections are all brought out at a single end, in which case the tube base may arc over before any breakdown appears within the tube envelope.

The use of high-grade insulation is rather obvious, but since it is so important a few comments are not out of order. First, insulating materials used in the construction of a tube must be of as high a quality as is consistent with good mechanical strength. Spacers and separators should show no signs of distortion under the high temperatures encountered. Since the losses increase with both temperature and frequency the insulation should be carefully chosen with these points in mind. It is surprising how much loss can be attributed to the ordinary bakelite tube base at frequencies as low as 30 megacycles.

large power tubes have a specified grid dissipation. This rating should be adhered to rigidly since exceeding it may cause the grid to emit "primary" electrons which would obviously affect normal operation. This applies to both control and screen grids. Overheating the grid element may also cause it to liberate occluded or adsorbed gases, thus destroying the usefulness of the tube. In fact it is entirely possible to actually melt or burn out the grid wires due to improper operation.

### Insulation Breakdown

Another consideration in the choice of a tube is grid breakdown. Unfortunately, designs in which the length of the glass is long, thus giving a high breakdown voltage, usually have long leads and cannot be successfully used at very high frequencies. A compromise must therefore be made wherein these two factors are balanced to the satisfaction of the particular application. It should also be remembered that the voltage arc-over distance in air is much shorter than in a vacuum. This, of course, is only of importance where the electrode connections are all brought out at a single end, in which case the tube base may arc over before any breakdown appears within the tube envelope.

The use of high-grade insulation is rather obvious, but since it is so important a few comments are not out of order. First, insulating materials used in the construction of a tube must be of as high a quality as is consistent with good mechanical strength. Spacers and separators should show no signs of distortion under the high temperatures encountered. Since the losses increase with both temperature and frequency the insulation should be carefully chosen with these points in mind. It is surprising how much loss can be attributed to the ordinary bakelite tube base at frequencies as low as 30 megacycles.

**Secondary Emission**

Secondary emission is the result of high-velocity electrons emitted from the cathode striking another element with sufficient force to dislodge electrons from its surface. This type of emission, except in a few applications, is useless and should be made ineffective, if possible. Secondary emission is present at the plate of all tubes, however, unless another element is present which has a higher positive potential, the electrons will be attracted back to the plate and therefore have little effect on the operation of the tube. This effect is not confined to the screen or plate since it can occur at the control grid under certain conditions, particularly when the temperature is high; this is noticeable when the grid is driven highly positive so that grid current flows. The velocity of the electrons emitted from the cathode is then likely to become great enough to dislodge secondary electrons from the grid, and with high plate potentials this effect may be sufficient to cause the grid current to actually reverse thereby affecting tube operation.

### Contact Potential

The fact that electrons are emitted from the cathode in the absence of an accelerating potential with sufficient velocity to carry them to the grid, accounts for the grid current observed on most tubes with zero bias applied. An illustration of this is shown in Fig. 1, where grid current is plotted against grid potential. This inherent grid bias is commonly referred to as contact potential, and is largely a matter of emission. Obviously an increase in cathode temperature will increase the emission and also the velocity of the electrons and thus the inherent grid bias. As the end of the tube life is approached (emission becomes weak)

1. *Dynatron oscillator and electron-multiplier tubes.*
the inherent grid bias will decrease. With grid current present the input circuit will be loaded and normal operation will be affected. Voltages of the order of 0.2 to 0.3 volts are likely to be encountered in normal tubes in high-resistance circuits and it is therefore advisable to operate all tubes with sufficient grid bias to accommodate the highest anticipated input voltage, plus the contact potential. Exceptions are special circuits utilizing this effect.

**Tube Noise**

The fact that electrons are emitted from the cathode in a random manner rather than in a continuous stream gives rise to what is known as "shot effect." It is seen that this random flow can account for a fluctuation current being superimposed on the main plate current. When this is passed through the external plate load an a-c voltage is produced which is amplified along with the signal voltage. The magnitude of the random noise voltage is ordinarily less than one part in a million as compared to the plate current; except where an oxide-coated cathode is used. In the case of an oxide-coated cathode additional noise will be present due to the irregularity of the emitting surface. The additional noise being known as the "flicker effect." A factor in the magnitude of the shot noise is the effect of space charge around the cathode. It is well known that when a tube is operated so that space charge exists the total available emission current does not reach the plate, in which case it can be seen that the random electron flow is appreciably reduced. It is evident then that full rated voltage should be applied to the filament to produce an abundance of electrons in order that the proportion of steady plate current to noise current is favorable. Conversely, when the emission is limited by low filament temperatures more of the electrons reach the plate and the noise current is a more substantial part of the total. When filaments are operated at 60% of the normal rating the current is limited by the emission, and space charge commences to disappear, making the noise due to shot effect increase tremendously. Incidentally, this happens in practice when the tube approaches the end of its life. Here the noise vs. filament voltage or temperature curve shifts so that the effect then occurs at normal operating voltages.

Another source of noise present in multi-element tubes is the result of random variation in the division of currents between screen and plate. When the screen current is small compared to the plate current, noise is found to be proportional to the screen current. The alignment of the screen grid with other grids helps in this respect.

Noise resulting from gas ordinarily is not a serious factor, this is the result of positive ions being attracted by the grid causing a current to flow which is opposite in direction to the normal grid current caused by signal rectification. If the grid gas current (reverse grid current) is less than a few hundredths of a microampere no trouble will be experienced.

The total electrical noise due to a tube when used as an amplifier is the algebraic sum of the separate noise voltages.

**Other Causes of Noise**

In addition to tube noise due to shot effect, etc., electrical or mechanical effects may set up disturbances which in many cases are serious from the noise standpoint. The physical construction of a tube requires that insulating spacers be employed to properly support the elements. If, because of distillation of metal or other conducting material during exhaust, a film is deposited on the insulating spacers which separate the elements, then a noise will be developed when any fluctuation in the resistance of the film occurs. It is not necessary that the film be continuous between elements, since the presence of a "spot" of conductive film in microphonic contact with one of the elements can create quite a disturbing noise voltage. This source of trouble can be minimized by scoring the insulator, when mica is used; or by applying a coating of some finely divided ceramic to roughen the surface, thus breaking up the resistance path.

Another source of noise is due to sliding contacts between metal parts even though they carry no current. Ordinarily all such contacts are securely welded, but unless the weld has been properly made it may become loosened during shipment and result in a noisy tube. Such tubes can be easily detected in an equipment by tapping the envelope gently and noting whether noise is produced. The noise produced will be "scratchy" and should not be confused with microphonic noise sometimes present.

Microphonic noise is definitely periodic in nature and is the result of mechanical vibration of the elements with respect to one another. Low current filament-type tubes are usually the worst offenders in this respect, although recent advances in design have considerably improved this situation by the use of additional supports for the filament and the insulators between element supports and insulating spacers. Isolation of the tube to prevent mechanical vibration from setting up disturbances is commonly used in practice. Isolation is preferably obtained by the use of suitable shock mounts on the tube socket, rather than on the entire equipment, although in many cases both are required.

**Input Resistance**

The input resistance of a tube is determined by two factors, one present with the cathode taking no current, the other only when cathode current is flowing. Since it is more convenient to consider the input loading in terms of conductance we will refer to the first as the "cold input inductance" and the latter as the "hot input conductance." The cold inductance is chiefly due to the dielectric loss in the glass envelope, insulating supports and the tube base. As would be expected, it is practically the same for all tubes of similar construction, being of the order of 0.3 micromhos per megacycle in the case of ordinary receiving tubes.

The hot conductance is somewhat more complex and of dual origin. Its magnitude depends upon the physical construction and the electrode voltages. One component is due to electron transit time and the other, cathode lead inductance. At low frequencies the hot conductance is negligible (infinite resistance) but as the frequency is increased it becomes of increasing importance since it is a function of the square of the frequency. In the vicinity of 100 megacycles, with ordinary receiving tubes, the input conductance equals the normal transconductance (internal loss equals the power output) and the tube is practically useless since it will no longer amplify.

The conductance due to electron transit time is not particularly troublesome at frequencies below 10 megacycles, since in this region there is no serious loading effect on a reasonably good tuned circuit. However, as mentioned above, as the frequency is increased the effect becomes quite objectionable. The reason for this is quite apparent if one considers the time

---
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Methods of producing supersonic waves, their properties, and practical considerations in the design and characteristics of supersonic oscillator circuits are presented.

* The past quarter century has seen a fairly rapid development in the field of high-frequency sound waves, i.e., waves having frequencies above the limit of audibility of the human ear. This field has been referred to as supersonics by some investigators and as ultrasomics by others, with the majority vote probably going to the former term. It is the purpose of this article to discuss, in a broad way, the methods of producing supersonic waves, their properties and uses.

In a general way, the properties of these waves are similar to those of ordinary sound waves, with the exception that certain phenomena are observed with the high-frequency variety which do not occur with the audible type or are not observed because of limitations of apparatus. When it is realized that supersonic waves have been generated which have wavelengths of the order of magnitude of light waves, it is easy to see that the physical size of equipment for work in this field is small, and that, therefore, the effects of the waves can be determined with small samples.

Fig. 1. By clamping the rod of a magnetostriction oscillator at various points, it may be made to produce waves of varying length, as indicated above.

Fig. 2. Pierce magnetostriction vibrator. The rod R is clamped at its midpoint and inserted in the coils, which are large enough to permit the rod to vibrate freely.
Producing Supersonic Waves

Although several investigators have produced supersonic waves by means of such devices as the electric arc and spark, specially designed whistles similar to that of Galton, the methods in use today are confined primarily to two, the magnetostriction oscillator and piezoelectric crystal oscillator. Each of these is used in a certain frequency range, and will be described in some detail.

Magnetostriction oscillators are based on an effect observed by Joule in 1847, namely, that when an iron rod is magnetized it suffers a change in length. This work was extended by others, who found that the increase in length continued until a certain critical value of the magnetizing field was reached, after which the rod began to decrease; finally, to become shorter than when unmagnetized. The effect is extremely small, of the order of one part in a million. Of more interest is the behavior of nickel and its alloys such as monel and invar, which always show a decrease in length with increasing magnetic field strength.

If such a rod, previously unmagnetized, is brought into an alternating magnetic field, it will shorten twice in each cycle of the field, and therefore will vibrate with a frequency equal to twice that of the field. If the rod is magnetized, it will vibrate with the same frequency as the field. And if resonance between the field and the natural elastic period of the rod is established, the amplitude of oscillation of the rod is a maximum and consequently, the energy radiated from the ends of the rod is also a maximum. The natural frequency of a rod vibrating in its fundamental mode is given by Newton's equation

\[ f = \frac{1}{2L} \sqrt{\frac{E}{d}} \]

where \( L \) is the length of the rod, \( d \) is its density, and \( E \) is the elasticity.

Rods may be clamped at various points and so vibrate at harmonics of the value obtained by use of the above equation.

In Fig. 1a is a rod clamped at the middle, making this point a node. Hence the two ends will be antinodes, and wave-length \( \lambda = 2L \). If the rod is clamped as in Fig. 1b, then obviously \( \lambda = L \). Clamping the rods at three points gives \( \lambda = 2/3L \), and so on for higher order harmonics. As would be expected, the energy radiated from the ends of the rod is greatly reduced when operation takes place at the harmonic frequencies.

In Fig. 2 is shown the Pierce magnetostriction vibrator. The rod \( R \), clamped at its midpoint is inserted in the coils \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \), both of which are large enough so that the rod may vibrate freely. The coil \( L_1 \) with condenser \( C_1 \) forms the oscillating circuit. Here is a case of magnetic feedback to maintain the oscillation for as the rod vibrates due to the changing field of coil \( L_1 \), a voltage is induced in coil \( L_2 \), which in proper phase is supplied to the grid of the vacuum tube. Here the steady plate current of the tube contributes to the pre-magnetization of the rod.

The Hartley Oscillator

Oscillation may be maintained in a more familiar manner as shown in Fig. 3. Here is the conventional parallel-plate Hartley oscillator. One end of the rod lies within the tank coil \( L_3 \). Coil \( L_4 \) is used to provide for pre-magnetization of the rod, and is fed from a separate battery. The clamps shown divide the rod in thirds so that vibration is in the second harmonic as in Fig. 1b. These are two simple means by which supersonic waves can be produced, and many alternate methods will suggest themselves.

In such vibrators which are to produce a large amount of supersonic energy, eddy current losses become serious. These may be reduced by using the rod in the form of a tube, and by cutting longitudinal slots in the tube. Success is also obtained by using non-ferromagnetic materials plated with nickel. Eddy current losses are reduced to a very low value by making the rods of thin laminations of insulating material coated with nickel.

Magnetostriction oscillators have the advantages of being relatively inexpensive, simple, and of producing a large energy output, especially at the lower supersonic frequencies. A principal disadvantage is the upper frequency limit which can be conveniently reached. About 60 kc is the maximum with reasonable power output. Nevertheless magnetostriction vibrators have been designed to give a very short effective length to the rod so that frequencies of the order of 300 kc may be produced. A second serious defect is the fact that the elasticity of the rod is affected by the degree of magnetization of the sample. This has the effect of broadening the resonance curve. Finally, the frequency of a given sample varies with temperature.

In these rod vibrators, the supersonic energy is radiated from the ends of the rod. Emission of energy in all directions in a plane is obtained by using a circular ring which is set into vibration so that any section of the ring vibrates back and forth along a radius, so projecting the sonic energy in all directions in the plane of the ring.
WBAM's F-M TRANSMITTER

Oscillator modulator unit of WBAM's FM transmitter, New York City. The transmitter was developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories and manufactured by the Western Electric Company.

WBAM, affiliate of WOR, is New York's first commercial FM station.

A selection of tubes important to the operation of WBAM's 10kw FM transmitter. Group includes jacketed 389AA and 357A vacuum tubes, and six 315A rectifiers.

NEW ASA STANDARDS

* With the aim of increasing production of radio components vitally needed by the military, the American Standards Association recently announced completion of two new American War Standards in the radio field—Power-Type Wire-Wound Rheostats and Variable Wire-Wound Resistors. Both types of resistor are used as electronic controls in power, range-finding, and aircraft equipment.

The two standards, complete with outline drawings, cover the performance requirements, test methods, standard dimensions, and standard resistance values of the quality required by the Armed Forces. Both standards include applicable specifications and drawings; classification; materials and workmanship; general and detailed requirements; methods of sampling, inspection and tests; and packaging, testing and marking for shipment.

The main difference between these standards is that the power-type wire-wound resistor can dissipate greater power in a given physical size because of its higher operating temperature. The variable wire-wound resistor, having a low-operating temperature, is chiefly employed in radio and electronic devices.

The two standards were set up by a combined committee of representatives of the radio industry and the Armed Forces, and have already been adopted by the U. S. Navy Department, Bureau of Ships, and the Signal Corps Standards Agency of the U. S. Army. It is expected that they will be used in the design of new equipment and in the preparation of new manufacturing facilities, as well as for procurement purposes.

MEG-O-MAX RESISTORS

Sprague Meg-O-Max Resistors are a new development meeting the need for high resistance value units capable of operating at high voltages and ambient temperatures, and also capable of dissipating power.

The new resistors are said to possess a degree of resistance stability and mechanical ruggedness unavailable in any other type exclusive of the costly and hard-to-get wire wound meter multipliers.

Meg-O-Max Resistors are formed of a series of pressed and sintered ring-shaped segments electrically joined in such a way as to cause the units to be non-inductive. Finished units are encased in an hermetically sealed, rugged glass envelope provided with ferrule terminals. The result is a rugged construction capable of withstanding aircraft vibration tests, salt-water immersion tests, and mechanical shocks produced by rapid acceleration.

Sprague Meg-O-Max Resistors are employed as high voltage bleeder, and as coarse accuracy meter multipliers for voltage indicators. Other present applications include use in high-voltage networks, measuring equipment, rectifier systems, high-voltage voltage dividers, and as broad accuracy meter multipliers.


CORRECTIONS

In the schematic diagram of the "Multi-Range V-T Voltmeter," shown on page 25 of the February 1944 issue, the transformer secondary center-tap should connect to the bottom end of the 40,000-ohm resistor, instead of ground.

In Fig. 6, page 30, of the March 1944 issue, the curve designated as a parabola should have been termed a hyperbola.
USE OF SQUARE WAVES

The square wave is coming into wide use in the testing of both passive and active networks. Such a wave, shown in Fig. 1, can be represented by an infinite series of sinusoidal terms. The approximate representation of a square wave with a finite number of terms was discussed in Radio Design Worksheet, No. 15 (Radio, July 1943, page 29). An equation representing the wave of Fig. 1 can be written:

\[ e = \frac{4E}{\pi} \sin \omega t + \frac{4E}{3\pi} \sin 3\omega t + \frac{4E}{5\pi} \sin 5\omega t + \ldots + \frac{4E}{N\pi} \sin N\omega t \]

The ideal square wave (Fig. 1) rises instantly to a positive maximum, \( K \), and then remains at constant amplitude for one-half cycle. Likewise it falls instantly to zero and beyond to \(-K\) at the end of the first half-cycle, after which the voltage amplitude remains constant at \(-K\) until the completion of the first cycle.

It has been shown that the behavior of a network to sinusoidal waves can be completely determined by a knowledge of its transient response to an abruptly steep wave front or square wave.* The wave forms of speech and television signals are complicated and contain many transients. Such a situation develops when a sudden transition from black to white takes place in scanning a television image.

It is customary to use square waves of at least two different frequencies in testing networks. One frequency should be sufficiently high to eliminate the effects of poor low-frequency response and the other of sufficiently low frequency to be substantially unaffected by high-frequency response or phase shift. The time required for a wave to reach its maximum value depends on the frequency range of the network under test. A rapid rise indicates little high frequency attenuation. The damping of the network at high frequencies is indicated by the shape of the top of the output wave. Thus, in Fig. 2, the output wave from one network has a flat top indicating a highly damped circuit while the other shows a wave with an irregular oscillation at the top, indicating less damping. The damping of a circuit is given by its decrement, generally expressed as

\[ \delta = R/2\pi fL = \pi \delta f/f_s = \pi R \sqrt{L/C} \]

\[ f_s = \text{geometric mean frequency (See Fig. 3)} \]

of pass band.

Multiplying the frequency of the square wave used in the test by the number of oscillations which occur in one cycle of this output wave yields the approximate value of the natural period of oscillation of the network under test.

Thus, shift or circuit delay at high frequencies is indicated by rounding of the corners of the output square wave. Constant delay (or phase shift which is proportional to frequency) is indicated by square corners. In Fig. 4A, the rounded edges of the corners at the end of the voltage rise or fall indicate excessive phase shift or delay at high frequencies. This tendency may be likened to the charge and discharge of a capacitor through a resistance, which was discussed in Radio Design Worksheet, No. 18 (Radio, October 1943, page 42). In this case the current rise was shown to be represented by the relation:

\[ I = \frac{E}{R} \left(1 - \frac{1}{kC}\right) \]

An output wave form for high attenuation at high frequencies and excess delay is shown in Fig. 4B, where the output wave having a train of oscillations at the top resembles that having sharp corners.

and delay characteristics. The amplitude and duration of the wave train is a measure of the cutoff frequency.

When it is desired to investigate the low-frequency characteristics of a network, a low-frequency square wave is used. The frequency of the square wave in this case should be low enough to be noticeably affected by low-frequency cutoff. In the investigation of the low-frequency characteristics of a network somewhat different interpretation of the shape of the output wave is required. Thus a sagging of what would normally be the maximum portion (flat top) of the output wave indicates low-frequency attenuation and excess or insufficient delay is indicated by a falling or rising tendency in the output square wave. Consequently, the output wave shown in Fig. 5a indicates excessive low-frequency delay. The reverse of this condition shown in Fig. 5b indicates insufficient delay at low frequencies. The sagging characteristics of the output wave shown in Fig. 5c indicates low-frequency attenuation whereas the tendency of what would normally be a horizontal top to droop indicates insufficient delay at low frequencies.

It is possible to relate the output wave characteristics and the frequency of the square wave to measure quantitatively the characteristics of the network under investigation. Space limitations prevent a presentation here of methods of accomplishing this but such a description will be given in a future worksheet.

Perhaps the chief use of square waves is in making adjustments to a circuit and observing their effect on the circuit characteristics. This is chiefly a function of the design engineer. However, as indicated above, square waves can be used to advantage in detecting maladjustment if the desired characteristics of the circuit are known. As a result, their use to test equipment is becoming more im-

**Figure 5**

\[ X = 2\pi f L - \frac{1}{2\pi f C} \]

and the effective impedance is

\[ Z = \sqrt{R^2 + X^2} \]

At resonance, the inductive and capacitive reactances are equal in magnitude and opposite in phase so the reactance vanishes, leaving

\[ Z = \sqrt{R^2} = R \]

Thus, at resonance

\[ I_n = \frac{E}{R} \]

At these frequencies

\[ I = I_n \sqrt{R^2 + X^2} \]

Let

\[ A = \frac{R}{\sqrt{R^2 + X^2}} \]

\[ V_n = \frac{\sqrt{R^2 + X^2}}{\sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \theta}} \]

Where \( \theta \) is the phase angle between \( I \) and \( I_n \).

Then:

\[ a = \frac{I}{A} \tan^{-1} \frac{\sqrt{1 - A^2}}{A} \]

**Frequency Modulation**

A sinusoidal wave may be modulated by operating on any one of the three parameters of the generalized wave \( A \cos (\omega t + \theta) \), namely, amplitude, phase, and frequency. The common expression for a frequency-modulated wave is

\[ I = A J_s M \sin \omega t + J_s M \sin (\omega + \rho) t \sin (\omega - \rho) t + J_s M (\sin (\omega - 2\rho) t - \sin (\omega + 2\rho) t) + \ldots \]

where \( A \) is the amplitude of the original carrier wave and \( \rho \) is 2 times the frequency of the modulating signal. The \( J_s \)'s are Bessel functions of the first kind and of the order indicated by the subscript. The quantity \( M \) represents the variation of frequency of the carrier from the unmodulated mean value, divided by the modulating signal frequency. Thus

\[ M = \frac{\Delta f}{F} \]

where

\[ f = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} \quad \text{and} \quad F = \frac{\rho}{2\pi} \]

The quantity \( M \) is frequently called the modulation index, and may be compared in certain respects to percentage modulation of an amplitude-modulated wave. The modulation index may frequently exceed unity, whereas percentage modulation cannot exceed unity without serious distortion. From the equation above, it is obvious that a frequency-modulated wave may contain an infinite number of symmetrical pairs of side frequencies.

If the modulation index is less than unity, the amplitude of the first pair of side frequencies will be approximately proportional to \( M \), while the amplitude of the higher order side frequencies will be very small. When the modulation index exceeds unity, the higher order side frequencies become of more importance because they will carry more energy, while the amplitude of the carrier will decrease.

In a frequency-modulated wave, the extent of the frequency deviation is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal. Consequently, two modulating signals of 500 and 5000 cycles frequency but identical amplitude, acting individually, would produce identical frequency deviations. Contrast this with a phase-modulated wave in which the 5000-cycle signal would produce 10 times the phase change of the 500-cycle signal.

The relative phase of the carrier in a frequency-modulated wave is in quadrature with the carrier of an amplitude-modulated wave; phase in both cases being relative to side frequencies. Consequently, interfering amplitude-modulated signals are much attenuated in FM systems. This is one of the outstanding advantages of frequency modulation over amplitude modulation.

There are three important fundamental differences between amplitude- and frequency-modulated waves. For example, for a single modulating signal frequency there are but two side frequencies in an amplitude-modulated wave in comparison with a number of energy-bearing side frequencies in a frequency-modulated wave. The energy in the side frequencies adjacent to the carrier of a frequency-modulated wave may be negligible compared to higher order side frequencies. Again, the amplitude of the side frequencies in an amplitude-modulated wave can never be greater than half the carrier amplitude without serious distortion resulting, whereas in FM the amplitude of side frequencies can materially exceed that of the carrier.
New Products

"SALAD-BOWL" SPEAKER
A new speaker has been designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories and is now being produced by the Western Electric Company. This high-powered unit, sometimes called the "salad bowl" because of its shape, has passed the rigid Navy tests to insure reliable operation.

Designed for speech reproduction, this speaker has an outside diameter of 12 1/2 inches and weighs approximately 25 pounds. The unit is composed of three principal sections: the base, which provides space for a transformer, and a terminal strip, and provisions for the lead-in cable; the horn, which is of the folded exponential type; and the magnetic unit which is fitted with a two-piece permanent magnet, and diaphragm. The loudspeaker is constructed principally from formed sheet steel and moulded plastic.

The voice coil impedance of the unit is approximately 7.5 ohms. The speaker develops the high sound pressure of 50 dynes per square centimeter when operated at the rated electrical input and measured at 10 feet from the speaker on the sound axis in open air.

NEW MEGOHM METER
Essentially a direct-reading ohmmeter but incorporating a vacuum-tube voltmeter in order to cover relatively high resistance values, Model L-2 Megohm Meter announced by Industrial Instruments, Inc., 156 Culver Ave., Jersey City, N. J., offers several new features for this type of instrument. In addition to laboratory usage, especially for checking leakage resistance of cables and insulating materials, locating defective insulation in equipment, and measuring carbon resistors, it is readily adaptable to production testing, particularly of radio condensers.

Entirely self-contained, it operates on 110-volt 60 cycle a.c. Arrangements are provided for the rapid charging of condensers under test. An external battery voltage supply may be used where voltages other than the self-contained 200-volt supply, are desired. The instrument may be satisfactorily operated with external voltages up to 1000.

Internal resistance standards enable the operator to check calibration and make compensating adjustments when necessary. Full length of scale is 3 3/4" with less crowding at high-resistance end than is usual in such an instrument. Using the internal 200-volt supply, maximum range extends from 1 megohm to 100,000 megohms in four overlapping ranges but can be extended to 500,000 megohms with an external 1000-volt supply. Maximum resistance in series with condenser or insulation under test is only 1 megohm. This assures practically constant voltage across the microscope at the National Chemical Exposition in Chicago more than a year ago. The new instruments, however, are now "housed" in a desk design for convenience of operation.

These G.E. microscopes operate on ordinary house current, are capable of producing images 10,000 times the size of the specimen and are approximately ten times more powerful than the best light microscope.

NEW ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
One of a small quantity of General Electric simplified electron microscopes is shown. These will soon be shipped on high priority orders to industrial laboratories and colleges to obtain experience on the use of the simplified units in various fields.

Component parts of the microscope are the same as those announced when General Electric demonstrated a "war model" of the microscope at the National Chemical Exposition in Chicago more than a year ago. The new instruments, however, are now "housed" in a desk design for convenience of operation.

These G.E. microscopes operate on ordinary house current, are capable of producing images 10,000 times the size of the specimen and are approximately ten times more powerful than the best light microscope.

(Continued on next page)
test terminals and minimizes the effect of tube ground current. Stability is assured by balanced tube circuit and voltage regulators in the internal power supply. The Model L-2 Megohm Meter measures 10" h. x 8" w. x 15" deep, and weighs 10 lbs.

NEW ANTENNA TRANSFORMER

The Andrew Company, of 363 East 75th St., Chicago, announces a new antenna transformer unit to couple an unbalanced 70-ohm co-axial cable transmission line to the 700-omh terminals of a rhombic receiving antenna (or to any antenna terminal stub of 700-ohm impedance). The efficiency of the equipment holds losses down to less than 1 decibel over a frequency range of from 4 to 22 megacycles.

The transformer unit is designed for out-of-doors installation as close to the antenna terminals as possible; and it is housed entirely within a weather-proof cabinet with a water-tight cover.

Circuit design of the transformer unit provides for simple d-c continuity checking throughout the whole length of the antenna from the coaxial cable input terminal position, thereby facilitating antenna inspection and maintenance. The unusually broad frequency response is achieved by close coupling and by powdered-iron transformer cores of high permeability.

Further information for interested engineers is available from the manufacturer.

BATTERY HOLD-DOWN CLAMP

This new patented Battery Hold-Down Clamp has been developed by The Paul Henry Company, 2037 South La Cienega Boulevard, Los Angeles 34, California.

The new clamp was designed to alleviate difficulties encountered in removing or changing batteries under extreme climatic conditions, or where the element of time saving is important.

The clamp replaces the two wing nuts, and by the use of the clamp, in which is incorporated a cam action, all safety wiring is eliminated. The positive locking action is obtained from the pressure exerted on the cam. Distinctive features of the clamp are that it is obtainable with various nut sizes and screws into present battery boxes. The cam lever is easily released manually.

Approval for the installation of this equipment has been granted by the Army Air Force, Materiel Command, Wright Field.

PORTABLE D.C. POWER SUPPLY

This portable d-c power supply, manufactured by P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, is designed for use on assembly lines, in laboratories and maintenance departments.

It provides a source of portable d-c power for manufacturing, testing and operating all electrical and electronic equipment in aircraft and other units employing 12 or 24 volt systems. The power supply can also be used to taper charge batteries or battery carts of similar voltages.

The unit is designed to operate from 3-phase a-c lines of 208 and 230 volts. Three models are offered: No. VA1500, with d-c output of 10 to 16 volts at 100 amperes or 20 to 32 volts at 50 amperes; No. VA3000, with d-c output of 10 to 16 volts at 200 amperes or 20 to 32 volts at 100 amperes; No. VA4500, with d-c output of 10 to 16 volts at 300 amperes or 20 to 32 volts at 150 amperes. Models with similar d-c output but for operation on 460 volts a-c, are also available.

Rectification is provided by Mallory Magnesium-Copper Sulphide Dry Disc Rectifiers.

NEW ATTENUATOR

An improved line of attenuators, featuring a new detent gear, new materials and new type steel cover, has just been announced by The Daven Company, 191 Central Avenue, Newark 4, New Jersey.

The new Daven detent gear provides more positive action, greater degree of accuracy, more uniformity in operation, longer life and a stronger stop mechanism.

Contacts and switches of these attenuators are made of tarnish-proof silver alloy, giving uniform and definite electrical contact. It should be of interest to note that the cleaning and lubricating of the contact points are now completely eliminated.

The new type steel cover provides improved magnetic shielding. The body of the cover forms an integral part of the attenuator assembly, protecting the resistors. A snap-on cap gives ready access to switch blades and contacts.

KELVIN-WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

Combining both Kelvin and Wheatstone bridges, the Shallcross Type 638-2 Bridge provides a resistance measurement instrument having range of from 0.0001 ohms to 111 megohms in a single, portable unit. The convenience of being able to make practically all resistance measurements with one instrument makes this bridge useful for laboratory and school use, maintenance work, many forms of production line testing, and field investigations.

When used as a Wheatstone bridge for measurements between 1 ohm and 1 meg-
“NO! HOGARTH ISN'T GOING NATIVE—HE'S JUST SHOWING OFF HIS ECHOPHONE EC-1”

ECHOPHONE MODEL EC-1

(Illustrated) a compact communications receiver with every necessary feature for good reception. Covers from 550 kc. to 30 mc. on 3 bands. Electrical bandspread on all bands. Six tubes. Self-contained speaker. 115-125 volts AC or DC.

ECHOPHONE RADIO CO., 540 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
CROSS-BOW DRAWS QUARTZ

The cross-bow is being used by Westinghouse research engineers as a helpmate to the electron microscope.

Fashioned from tough, flexible steel and mounted on a wooden stock, the cross-bow shoots an arrow that draws out quartz filaments 1/30,000th of an inch in diameter which are used to calibrate the magnifying power of the electron microscope.

To make such a very delicate thread, according to Dr. Alois Langer of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, requires a high initial burst of speed that "spins out" the quartz while it is in a hot, fluid state and before it has a chance to cool and harden. The cross-bow is about the simplest and most efficient instrument for doing this.

Some of the filaments drawn by the bow are so delicate that they are invisible to the naked eye when viewed under direct light, the engineer reported. In order to be seen they must be held at eye-level against a strong light. The light glances off the shiny filament, scattering its rays in different directions and making the filament appear much larger than it actually is.

When the Westinghouse engineer wants to replenish his supply of filaments, he places the cross-bow in firing position and attaches a small, cylindrical piece of quartz to the end of the arrow. Using a very hot flame from an oxy-hydrogen torch, he heats the quartz until it is just about to melt.

Then he pulls the trigger. The arrow darts from the bow at high speed, trailing behind it gossamer-like threads of quartz. Unbroken pieces up to 20 feet in length are not unusual, but more often the filaments are dispersed in smaller sections throughout the route the arrow takes. They are extremely flexible and can be wound round the finger like thread.

To measure the actual thickness of the filament, it is first put under the electron microscope and gauged by other methods of comparison. Once its diameter has been fixed accurately, it becomes a "measuring stick" for determining the magnifying power of the electron microscope.

FRANK R. DEAKINS NAMED HEAD OF RCA-VICTOR CANADA

Frank R. Deakins has been named President of RCA Victor Company, Ltd., of Canada, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America.

Mr. Deakins rejoins the Canadian company in which he held the position of executive vice president from 1932 to 1934. He will direct the activities of more than 3,300 employees employed in the manufacture of radio and electronic equipment for the wartime needs of the Canadian government.

Mr. Deakins first became associated with the radio industry when he was with the General Electric Company. He rose to become the sales manager of the radio department. He joined RCA in 1930 as assistant to the president when RCA began to manufacture its own radio and electronic equipment.

He was made manager of RCA's Engineering Products Division in 1931 and the next year joined RCA Victor Limited of Canada as executive vice president. He returned to RCA Victor, Camden, in 1934 to become manager of the special apparatus division. Since the entry of the United States into the World War, Mr. Deakins has been executive assistant to the general manager.

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES COMPANY CHANGES NAME

Without changing ownership or management Sprague Electric Company is now the official name of the Sprague Specialties Company of North Adams, Mass., nationally known designers and manufacturers of Sprague Condensers, Koolohm Resistors, Power Factor Control Equipment and other important electrical components.

Believing that for some time past the word "Specialties" has not adequately indicated the nature of its business, the company has made this change and sent formal notification to suppliers, customers and others.

(Continued on page 42)
MAGNET WIRE HEADQUARTERS

BARE AND ALL INSULATIONS

SILK  COTTON
PAPER  FORMVAR  ENAMELED

REA MAGNET WIRE COMPANY
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

WITH VICTORY AT STAKE THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD!
RMA CONFERENCE

The second War Production Conference of RMA, in connection with the Association's twentieth annual membership meeting, has been planned for June 6-7, at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago. War production will be the keynote of the industry meeting, including all RMA Divisions and committees, but streamlined to meet war conditions. There will be no exhibits or meetings for jobbers or dealers, and no banquet or other social features.

President Paul V. Galvin of RMA will preside at the Association membership luncheon on June 7, under the program arranged by Chairman A. S. Wells of the Convention Committee. A prominent government official is being invited as the guest speaker.

New officers and directors of RMA will be elected at meetings of the Association's Board of Directors and its Set, Tube, Transmitter, Parts, Amplifier and Sound Equipment Divisions. Committee meetings will be held on the first day of the conference, with an informal luncheon for committee members in attendance, with the annual industry luncheon being held the following day, June 7.

NEW MALLORY V.P.

John M. Smith, General Manager of Manufacturing for the RCA-Victor Division of Radio Corporation of America, has resigned to join P. R. Mallory & Co., Division of the War Production Board, from which he retired to join Lear Avia. As head of the Products and Facilities Branch of WPB, he handled problems dealing with the production of radio and radar prime equipment and components for the military services.

The appointment of Mr. Crane by Lear Avia marks the start of expanded radio production under the personal guidance of Mr. Lear. Radio production will be centered at Grand Rapids; radio research and development will remain in Lear Avia's New York laboratories.

LEAR APPOINTS RADIO HEAD

William P. Lear, president of Lear Avia Inc., manufacturers of radio and aircraft equipment, of Piqua, Ohio and Grand Rapids, Michigan, has announced the appointment of Elmer R. Crane of Washington, D. C. as general manager of the Radio Division of the company. Mr. Crane will make his headquarters in Grand Rapids, where radio production by Lear Avia is being centralized.

Elmer R. Crane is well known among radio engineers. After eighteen years with Western Electric, he spent two years in Washington, with the Radio and Radar Division of the War Production Board, from which he retired to join Lear Avia.

Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. as Vice-President in Charge of Manufacturing.

Mr. Smith has been associated with the Radio Corporation of America for the past fourteen years. Prior to that time he was engaged for sixteen years in manufacturing activities with the Incandescent Lamp Division of the General Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland.

Mayor Edward J. Kelly of Chicago inspects the Hallicrafters Company's famed SCR-299 unit.

John M. Smith

Elmer C. Crane

Universal Notes

The Universal Microphone Company, Inglewood, Cal., has issued a bulletin to sub-contractors discontinuing three of its wartime catalogue items, viz., jacks, plugs and switches.

Small quantities, however, will continue to be available to jobbers on priorities until the present stock is depleted.

The discontinuance of these items was necessary because current prime contracts for microphones have absorbed the manufacturing facilities of jacks, plugs and switches into 1945.

The first jobbers' edition of Micro Topics, an eight page issue, contains articles on past and present production of microphones as well as general trade information. It will be issued at frequent
In special test rooms like this, Automatic Electric relays undergo insulation breakdown tests under extremely high voltage. From long study of such tests, Automatic Electric engineers have developed effective safeguards against high potentials in actual service.

* * *

When war uses of electrical control equipment focused attention on the need for improved insulation, Automatic Electric engineers were well prepared. For insulation technique is a factor in relay design to which they had already given long study. Today, improved methods to meet wartime needs have not only improved the performance of war equipment, but also will add to dependability of peacetime designs.

Similar studies are constantly being made of spring design, contact materials and pressures, magnetic circuits, finishes and coil designs. The resulting experience is one basic reason why Automatic Electric relays perform so dependably under tough conditions.

You can take advantage of this background by calling in the Automatic Electric field engineer. A specialist in electrical control, he works daily with designers of war products, and will be glad to work with you in selecting the apparatus best suited to your needs.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 West Van Buren St., Chicago 7, Illinois

In Canada: Automatic Electric (Canada) Limited, Toronto

Relays
AND OTHER CONTROL DEVICES
by AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL CONTROL NEED
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News of the $500 Short-wave Receiver Prize Contest, Radio Broadcast, Vol. 8, April 1926, page 657.
[Continued on page 46]
OUR SIGHT is on your Future

Today, behind closed doors, I. C. E. strives for perfection in the rush schedules of war... tomorrow, when the fruits of our labors have helped to win the peace, you can look to the precision engineering skill of I. C. E. to help mold your drafting-board dreams into reality. ♦ Perfected in the merciless crucible of war... I. C. E. will have the key to many of your post-war radio-application problems.

Electronics
... the promise of great things to come

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA

RADIO  * MAY, 1944


Broadcasting Receiving Apparatus; the Trend of Progress as Shown at the N. A. R. M. A. T. Exhibition—Great Improvements Made in Five Years—W. L. McPherson—Electricity, Vol. 95, Sept. 25, 1925, page 352.


Two New Models of the Priess Receiving Set, Elect. Record, Vol. 37, April 1925, page 311.
EIMAC 304TH has a plate dissipation of 300 WATTS

EIMAC 152TH has a plate dissipation of 150 WATTS

EIMAC 75TH has a plate dissipation of 75 WATTS

EIMAC 25T has a plate dissipation of 25 WATTS

Get your copy of ELECTRONIC TELEISIS
A sixty-four page booklet that will assist engineers in explaining the fundamentals of electronics to the layman. Copies will be mailed to you without obligation...additional copies for your associates upon request. Don't delay! The edition is limited.

Follow the leaders to EIMAC TUBES

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
815 San Mateo Avenue, SAN BRUNO, CALIF.
Plants located at:
San Bruno, California and Salt Lake City, Utah

Export Agents: FRAZAR & HANSEN
301 Clay Street, San Francisco, Calif., U. S. A.

First Public Appearance of these 5 EIMAC tubes

Eimac has never stopped development of new vacuum tubes. While many types must still be kept secret for military reasons the five here presented can be announced. Full technical data is available now on these five as well as new information about the entire Eimac line. Write today for your copies.
Radio bibliography


Notes on the Design of Class 'O' Rail Receiving Sets—J. H. Hollingworth—Wireless [Continued on page 50]
Universal takes pride in producing these three types of Microphones at the request of the U. S. Army Signal Corps. These units represent but a small part of the skill and experience which has produced over 250 different types and models made available to our customers. From Submarine Detectors to High Altitude Acoustic units, Universal's Engineering experience has covered World War II.

These Microphones built without peace time glamour have every essential of military utility. When peace comes, Universal Microphones, with many innovations of design and accoutrements, will enter upon the post-war scene. Universal includes among its electronic communication components, in addition to microphones: Plugs, Jacks, Switches, and Cord Assemblies.
Ingenious New Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will prove interesting and useful to you.

Precision Ground Glass Gages
Afford Visibility in Inspection

In the hands of the skilled mechanic, glass gages bring an important plus function to precision gages. It not only checks the new tool's size, but gives the inspector an idea of what kind of surface to expect from that particular tool. The visibility permitted by the glass gage allows the inspector to see the surface in blind holes as well as through holes.

Some of the apparent advantages of the glass gage follow: Glass gages afford visibility in inspection. Glass gages are not subject to corrosion. There is less tendency to gall in all applications. Sense of feel is more pronounced when using glass gages. Because the thermal conductivity of glass is 12,000 times less than steel, body heat of inspectors will not be transmitted so rapidly to the gage to affect gaging dimensions.

Chewing gum, too, is really useful and helpful in these tense times to people who are working on the production front making material for our war effort. But, our Armed Forces have been constantly increasing their demands for Wrigley's Spearmint, Doublemint and Juicy Fruit. It is only natural that we and you both feel that the needs of our fighting men and women come first.

You can get complete information from
Industrial Glassware Division of the
T. C. Wheaton Co., Millville, N. J.

Construction and Operation of a Simple Homemade Radio Receiving Outfit, Bureau of Standards Circular No. 120, April 24, 1922.
Description and Operation of an Electron Tube Detector Unit for Simple Radio Receiving Outfits, Bureau of Standards Circular No. 133, Nov. 10, 1922.
[Conclusion]

"MANPOWER, MUSIC AND MORALE"

A plan for helping personnel relations achieve more effective personal relations in war production activities is outlined in a booklet just published by the RCA Industrial and Sound Department.

A well-planned blending of manpower, music and morale is discussed in a pictorial round-the-clock exposition. It shows how an internal broadcasting system is a direct communication link to each employee, and how plant broadcasting helps build and maintain good morale, saves valuable time, simplifies plant administration, improves productive efficiency and creates good will.

The booklet, titled "Manpower, Music and Morale," describes, among other things, a new type of pre-installation service—a scientific sound survey by expert RCA engineers. Among features which are carefully explained are RCA's industrial music library service, a proposed training program available for plant broadcasting system directors, and details of planned psychological surveys to study employee reaction to music in industry.

Impartial surveys are quoted as disclosing that carefully planned plant broadcasting of music, during working hours and during lunch and rest periods, lifts the spirits and re-energizes men and women—especially those engaged in repetitious operations.
TEAM BEHIND THE BOMBER TEAM

- Just as seven men fight as a team in a bomber, seven girls work as a team at a Sylvania Radio Tube assembly bench.

Thousands of fine precision radio tube parts are assembled into a finished product that must pass rigorous tests for ruggedness and sensitivity.

This is work that calls for the feminine touch, patience and sense of detail. Each girl “plays the position” on the team best suited to her ability.

Sylvania assembly teams compete with each other. But the champion in accuracy always takes precedence over the champion in speed.

This teamwork is just another example of how Sylvania maintains radio tube production at the highest standard of quality anywhere known.

You can sell Sylvania Radio Tubes with complete confidence.

Quality That Serves the War Shall Serve the Peace

RADIO DIVISION EMPORIUM, PENNSYLVANIA

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES
This Month

[Continued from page 42]

intervals but with no set publication date. Micro Topics is now on its second year of publication as a bi-weekly employees’ journal. The jobbers’ edition will be separate and distinct from the house organ. Editorial supervision will be under Dr. Ralph L. Power, Los Angeles radio counselor. Mailing will be to jobbers and to others in the electronics field who request the edition.

SKILLIN MADE V.P.

Mr. Harold W. Horwell, President of Great American Industries, Inc., Meriden, Connecticut, announces the appointment of Mr. Walter F. Skillin as vice-president of the corporation. Mr. Skillin, formerly chief engineer for Chandler-Evans Division of Niles-Bement-Pond Company, South Meriden, Connecticut, assumed his new post February 1, and will be located at the general offices of the corporation in Meriden, Connecticut.

FACTS ABOUT PLASTICS

A new, twenty-four page, non-technical booklet covering all types of plastics, their uses, and general information on the plastics industry has just been released by The Richardson Company, Melrose Park, Illinois.

This illustrated book explains the host of properties which fit Insulorl and other plastics to the widest range of present and postwar uses. The limitations of plastics are also covered.

The two main groupings of plastics, thermosetting and thermoplastic, are described and illustrated in layman’s language. Special sections are devoted to the forms of plastics, laminated and molded. The manufacturing and production processes of each are well illustrated.

The book is designed primarily for the non-technical man who may be serving on his company’s postwar product committee and is desirous of obtaining a general knowledge of plastics and their applications. Copies are available only to those who write for them on their company letterhead to: The Richardson Company, Department 100, Melrose Park, Illinois.

G. E. APPOINTS WILLIAMS

E. E. Williams has been appointed Sales Manager of the Laboratory and Measuring Equipment Section of the General Electric Specialty Division, which is a part of the company’s Electronics Department. Mr. Williams will have his headquarters at Schenectady.

In his new capacity, Mr. Williams will be responsible for the sale of laboratory, electronic measuring and test equipment, and will continue in charge of certain military radio subcontracts.

TUTTLE TRANSFERRED

James Tuttle, former manager of RCA Victor Distributing Corporation of Chicago, has transferred to the general purchasing department of the RCA Victor Division. According to Fred Wilson, General Purchasing Director, Mr. Tuttle becomes a field procurement specialist operating out of Chicago headquarters.

WILLIAMS TO WAR WORK

J. M. Williams, RCA Victor’s Record Advertising Director, has transferred to an important war work assignment with the Company. He will resume his direction of the Company’s record advertising when the new assignment is completed. In the meantime, J. L. Hallstrom will direct RCA Victor’s record advertising and sales promotional activities, in addition to retaining his duties as record Merchandise Manager.

G. E. NAMES BENNETT

Howard W. Bennett has been made Manager of the Specialty Division of the General Electric Company’s Electronics Department, according to an announcement by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, Vice President in charge of the department. In this capacity, Mr. Bennett will be responsible for the engineering, manufacturing, and sales operations of that division.

NEW RCP CATALOG

Just off the press is the new Radio City Products Catalog No. 128 describing this manufacturer’s wide range of standard commercial testing instruments. Many of the models illustrated are now being used by the Armed Forces.

In this RCP Catalog are included various types of multimeters, vacuum tube testers, insulation testers, electronic voltmeters, limit bridges for precision resistance testing, combination tube, battery and set testers with plug-in analyzer units, volt-ohm-milliammeters, signal generators, push button analyzers—a comprehensive range of testing instruments to meet the requirements of all kinds of production testing, laboratory, and shop purposes.

Copies of the catalog may be had on request to Radio City Products Co., Inc., 127 West 26th St., New York, N. Y.
There is a piece of the stratosphere just beyond that glass door. The air pressure is less than one-fourth of normal air pressure. And the temperature is 70 degrees below zero.

The Utah parts being tested are proving that their performance will be "as specified," whether they are to operate on the ground or high in the air.

This and other tests which parts undergo in the complete Utah laboratory are particularly important in adapting the new electronic and radio developments—in making them militarily and commercially usable—now, and tomorrow!

Every product made for the trade, by Utah, is thoroughly tested and approved.

**utah**
Radio Products Company,
846 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Illinois

Keyed to "tomorrow's" demands:
Utah transformers, speakers, vibrators, vitreous enamel resistors, wirewound controls, plugs, jacks, switches and small electric motors.
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ohmm, normal accuracy is 0.3% or better. Low-resistance measurements using the Kelvin range utilize current and potential terminals to eliminate lead and contact resistance. The accuracy of Kelvin measurements at ranges lower than 0.1 ohm is on the order of 3%. The rheostat is variable in steps of 1 ohm for Wheatstone bridge measurements, and 1 micro-ohm for Kelvin bridge measurements. Separate keys are provided for the battery and galvanometer circuit. Accuracy of component resistors is 0.1% except the 1 ohm resistors which have an accuracy of 0.25%. Built-in galvanometer has a sensitivity of 0.25 microamperes from millimeter deflection.

Full details will be sent on request to the Shallcross Manufacturing Company, Jackson & Pusey Avenues, Collingsdale, Pa.

MIDGET TRANSFORMER

A transformer that compares in size with an ordinary cigarette has just been announced by the Acme Electric & Manufacturing Co. of Cuba, New York, for certain electronic applications. This transformer in an aluminum case is only one inch in diameter and 1-7/16" in height overall. The weight is approximately 2 ounces. Rated at 1.4 henries at 0.25 amperes direct current, with a resistance value of 100 ohms.

V-T VOLT OHMMEGGOR

Radio City Products Model 665 provides insulation testing at 500 volts up to 10,000,000,000 ohms (10,000 megohms) with two other unique features—a comprehensive electronic multimeter, and a capacity meter measuring from 0.00000025 to 2,000 mf.

The V.T. Volt Ohmmeeggor Insulation Tester Model 665 includes a VR-105-30 voltage regulator tube and its associated circuits, 13 a.c. and d.c. voltage scales, measuring from a fraction of a volt to 6,000 volts, with 29 ranges.

The instrument is direct reading—complete, ready to operate—with high voltage test leads, r.f. lead; signal-tracing probe. Vacuum tube voltmeter on all ranges—input resistance 16 megohms maximum. V.T. Ohmmeeggor—7 ranges to 1,000 megohms. Model 665 is described in further detail in the new RCP Catalog No. 128, available on request to Radio City Products Company, Inc., 127 West 20th St., New York 1, N. Y.

CE-29 PHOTOTUBE

Continental Electric Company, Geneva, Illinois, announces the production of a new improved type of blue sensitive phototube using an octal five-pin base, interchangeable with similar tubes produced by other manufacturers. This tube is dimensionally similar to the CE-30 which was introduced a few months ago and which has become very popular in industry. With these two tubes, it is, therefore, possible to convert an equipment from being red-sensitive to blue-sensitive and vice versa by simply interchanging the phototube.

The CE-29 is of short, sturdy, construction and is particularly sensitive to blue and violet light near the short wave-length limit of visibility. It is, therefore, particularly useful with light sources rich in violet, blue, and green light. In many ap-

[Continued on page 36]
ANDREW Coaxial Cables for the famous HALLICRAFTERS SCR-299

ANDREW Coaxial Cables are standard equipment on the Hallicrafters-built SCR-299: the mobile communications unit that is doing such an outstanding job on the fighting fronts. It is highly significant that ANDREW Coaxial Cables were chosen as a component of this superb communications unit.

The Andrew Company is a pioneer manufacturer of coaxial cables and accessories. The facilities of the Engineering Department are available to users of radio transmission equipment.

COAXIAL CABLES. The Andrew Company is now able to supply standard 70 ohm \( \frac{7}{8} \) soft temper coaxial cable in lengths up to 4,000 feet! The cable is electrically identical to rigid cables of equal size, but has these extra advantages: the cable may be uncoiled and bent by hand, thus greatly simplifying installation; no connectors, junction boxes or expansion fittings need be installed in the field; thus a big saving is made in installation time and labor.

DRY AIR PUMP. This hand-operated pump quickly, efficiently and economically dehydrates the air inside coaxial cables, in addition to having a multitude of other applications. It dries about 170 cubic ft. of free air, reducing humidity from 60% to 10%.

GAS-TIGHT TERMINAL. The new Andrew glass insulated terminal is an outstanding development that provides a 100% air-tight, gas-tight system for gas filled coaxial cables. A special design that minimizes shunt capacity makes this terminal ideally suited to high frequency operation.

COAXIAL ANTENNA. Suitable for fixed station use and pretuned at the factory to the desired operating frequency, the Andrew type 899 vertical coaxial antenna provides an efficient, easy-to-install, and inexpensive half-wave radiator in the frequency range from 30 to 200 MC. Careful engineering has utilized to the utmost the well known advantages of the coaxial antenna over other types of vertical half-wave antennas.

CATALOG DESCRIBING COAXIAL CABLES AND ACCESSORIES FREE ON REQUEST.
WRITE FOR INFORMATION ON ANTENNAS AND TUNING AND PHASING EQUIPMENT.

THE ANDREW COMPANY • 363 EAST 75TH STREET • CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS
New Products
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Applications this tube will possess advantages even with light sources which produce considerable red and infra-red light. Though the CE-20 is not sensitive to red and infra-red light, its basic sensitivity on an energy basis is at least ten times that of conventional red-sensitive phototubes. RMA spectral sensitivity designation is S-4. Several other types with different dimensions will be available in the near future.

Complete technical data is given in Bulletin "PC15 which will be sent on request.

MULTI-SOCKET WRENCH

Having the same approximate dimensions as a single socket wrench and with very little additional weight, the new Tesco Multi-Socket Wrench automatically accommodates #10 standard, #12 standard, 5/16" standard and light, and 5/16" light hexagon nuts. Merely by pressing the wrench over any of the three sizes of nuts automatically selects the proper nested hexagonal tube suited to that particular nut.

By no means a "gadget," the Tesco Socket Wrench is specifically designed for heavy-duty service. Its design is such that any stress incident to turning a nut is transferred to the outer hardened-steel casing. It is also designed to provide a clearance through the barrel for studs up to 5/2" length, thus making it adaptable to turning nuts on long studs. Both handle and barrel have moulded insulation capable of withstanding a dielectric test for one minute at 5,000 volts rms.

The wrench is practically unbreakable, the handle being a die-cast aluminum member pressure-moulded to the hexagon steel barrel.

Descriptive literature will gladly be sent on request to the manufacturer, The Eastern Specialty Company, 3617-19 North 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FACTS ABOUT PLASTICS

A new, twenty-four page, non-technical booklet covering all types of plastics, their uses, and general information on the plastics industry has just been released by The Richardson Company, Melrose Park, Illinois.

This illustrated book explains the host of properties which fit Insukor and other plastics to the wide range of present and postwar uses. The limitations of plastics are also covered.

The two main groupings of plastics, thermosetting and thermoplastic, are described and illustrated in layman's language. Special sections are devoted to the forms of plastics, laminated and molded. The manufacturing and production processes of each are well illustrated.

The book is designed primarily for the non-technical man who may be serving on his company's post-war product committee and is desirous of obtaining a general knowledge of plastics and their applications. Copies are available only to those who write for them on their company letterhead to: The Richardson Company, Department 100, Melrose Park, Illinois.

Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr., recently appointed director of advertising and publicity for the Radio Corporation of America

Horton H. Heath, who has been named assistant to the vice-president and general manager of the Nat'l B'casting Co.

TECHNICANA
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In the curves shown there is practically no frequency discrimination except at the very low frequencies where the curve rises; this is due to phase shift in the feedback circuit. It is stated that a very large output can still be obtained if the tube is overbiased, the feedback reducing the resultant distortion.

The filament winding of the output stage should be disconnected from the

(Continued on page 64)
Three attitudes that hamper the War Effort

IGNORING NATIONAL DESTINY
Many men are solving the problems of war as they would ordinary business difficulties. Having solved them, they ignore the most important phase. Their attitude toward the war's meaning and its effect on national destiny is apathetic and disinterested.

USING VITAL ISSUES TO PERSONAL ADVANTAGE
To further their own selfish aims, many men seize upon vital issues to confuse and confound the average citizen. When the times call for statesmanship, America is treated to a sorry spectacle of demagoguery, greed, blocs, distortion, shrewd manipulation of emotions.

PULLING IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
While commands in various war theatres are being consolidated and strengthened, here at home there are men who have forgotten the unity after Pearl Harbor. Each is off on his own particular project, seldom remembering that thousands of other men will die before the conflict is over.

THERE IS NO PLACE IN THE COUNTRY FOR SUCH MEN
We of ECA are working not only to produce the materials of war but, like all good citizens, to help attain the objectives of the war. We know that we must be vigilante; especially so now. Men of evil intent have come out of hiding. In smoke-filled rooms attractive bargains are being arranged — with the "little people" included out. Energy which should be devoted to the support of the Commander-in-Chief, and those under him, is being used to stir up distrust and dissension. What appears to be overlooked is that the ultimate aim of victory is a decent world ... where men of good will live and work together with a full understanding of each other's needs and hopes and aspirations. We have already learned, the hard way, what isolationism and selfishness and disunity can mean. Must history again repeat itself?
RADIO WIRE & CABLE
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have safe current-carrying capacities approximately as shown in Table II. It is not intended that this information be utilized to full advantage as other factors such as different insulation materials, reduced radiation when cabled in harnesses, restricted ventilation in conduits, etc., will influence the results. Liberal safety factors, insofar as possible, should always be applied in design.

Voltage Drop: — Another criterion which may influence the selection of conductor size is the voltage drop under operating conditions. In low-voltage, high-current circuits containing long wiring runs such as often found in aircraft cable installations, this factor may be more important than current-carrying capacity. Voltage drop when excessive can of course be reduced to a practicable value by resorting to a conductor one or two sizes larger than necessary to carry the circuit current.

Exact calculation of voltage drop is somewhat more complicated than at first realized. Cognizance must be taken of the increase in resistance with operating temperature according to the fundamental relation:

\[ R_\text{t1} = R_\text{t0} (1 + a_\text{t} [t - t_0]) \]

where: \( R_\text{t0} \) = resistance at initial or reference temperature \( t_0 \)° C
\( R_\text{t1} \) = resistance at initial or reference temperature \( t_1 \)° C
\( a_\text{t} \) = temperature coefficient of resistance at initial or reference temperature (as selected).

The value of \( a_\text{t} \) will depend upon the conductivity of the copper as well as upon the temperature, but may be obtained from the equation:

\[ a_\text{t} = \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{1}{\text{Cu}} - \frac{1}{\text{C}} \right) \]

where \( n \) = per cent conductivity expressed decimally (viz., 99% = 0.99).

Using these formulas, it will be found that the resistance of copper will be over 20 per cent higher at 75°C than at 20°C. Obviously, therefore, an appreciable error would be incurred if the voltage drop were calculated on the basis of constant resistance. Fig. 4 illustrates the relationship between current and voltage drop for conductors of sizes A.W.G. #14 to #22, as obtained by simple computation from measurements of current and resistance in the test described under “Current-Carrying Capacity” above.

References

HYTRON ADDS BEVERLY PLANT

The oldest exclusive manufacturer of radio receiving tubes, and the first radio tube manufacturer to go into all-out War production, Hytron Corporation of Salem, Massachusetts, has increased its output more than five times since June, 1942. Over and over again it has been necessary to expand manufacturing facilities to meet the demands of the armed services. In addition to its large new plant at Newburyport, Massachusetts, Hytron recently acquired a feeder plant at Beverly, Massachusetts.

The new plant at Beverly will employ several hundred persons concentrating upon the production of electronic tube “mounts” (completed assemblies of internal parts). This plant will serve as a “feeder” for the Salem factory. The Beverly location was chosen because of its proximity to both Salem and Newburyport; and to tap a new source of labor supply.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10° C.</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20° C.</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30° C.</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance Engineered Electronic Transformers
THE ACME ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO. • CUBA, N.Y. • CLYDE, N.Y.

Acme Electric
Everywhere... on every battle front... and in the tools of Industry... you find Ohmite Rheostats doing critical control jobs.

Permanently smooth, close control is built-in... to withstand shock, vibration, heat and humidity. Construction is compact... all ceramic and metal. There is nothing to shrink, shift or deteriorate.

Illustrated in the cutaway above are many of the features which contribute to the consistent dependability of Ohmite Rheostats.

Widest range of sizes—ten models from 25 to 1000 watts, from 1½” to 12” diameter—in straight or tapered winding, in single or tandem assemblies—to meet every control need in the most advanced electronic devices.

Write on company letterhead for complete, helpful 96-page guide in the selection and application of Rheostats, Resistors, Tap Switches, Chokes and Attenuators.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4868 W. FLOURNOY STREET, CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS

Be Right With OHMITE Rheostats • Resistors • Tap Switches
LOOSING TUBE TYPES
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required for an electron to travel from cathode to grid or plate. So long as the transit time remains a negligible fraction of one complete cycle of the signal voltage no bad effects are noticed. But as the transit time becomes an approachable part of one cycle a phase shift between the signal voltage and the charging current induced in the grid takes place. Suppose the electrons travelled from the cathode to the grid in zero time. Then the charge induced on the grid by the electron stream would be in phase with the signal voltage impressed on the grid. Actually, it takes a definite time for the electrons to reach the grid from the cathode, and the charge induced on the grid by the electron stream reaches its maximum at a later time than the maximum of the signal voltage. A phase difference therefore exists between the signal voltage and the capacitive charging current due to the electron stream. Energy is thus dissipated which must be supplied from the input circuit. The result is an increase in grid conductance or decrease in input resistance.

The other component of the hot input conductance is due to cathode-lead inductance. See Fig. 2. This lead represents an impedance at high radio frequencies and since in most applications the grid and plate circuits are both returned to the cathode it is apparent that an appreciable impedance is undesirable. Since the voltage drop due to the cathode current across this impedance lags the signal voltage by 90° any current fed through the grid-cathode impedance will be in-phase with the signal voltage, because current through the grid-cathode impedance will lead the cathode by 90°. With both the signal voltage and the in-phase current variable, the input impedance will likewise be variable.

It is possible by the use of an unby-passed cathode resistor to neutralize the in-phase current fed back to the grid. The voltage across the resistor is 90° out of phase with that across the cathode-lead and therefore 180° out-of-phase with the signal. When using an unby-passed cathode resistor it is important that the screen and suppressor circuits be by-passed or connected back to ground instead of to cathode since this element is no longer at ground potential. It should also be noted that the grid-cathode and grid-plate capacities now form a grid-plate feedback path since the cathode is above ground and obviously should be as small as possible. From the above the importance of making all cathode return connections as close to the cathode pin as possible is clearly shown.

The preceding discussion covers the most important limitations with respect to radio frequencies below approximately 50 megacycles. Special considerations for operation at ultra-high frequencies will be discussed in more detail later.

Tube Ratings

The equipment designer should be guided by the published ratings of the tube manufacturer when specifying operating conditions for a new design. It is therefore important that the designer know under what conditions these ratings were established. First, it should be determined whether the published data are based on "absolute maximum" or "design-center maximum" ratings. The absolute maximum ratings, as its name indicates, is the maximum voltage or current recommended under any possible condition of power supply input. Obviously this is only important when operating with the highest power line or battery supply voltage likely to be encountered in service. Under this rating some tubes have a factor of safety and a slight increase is permissible, however, many tubes do not have a comfortable margin so that good engineering practice never to exceed the maximum under any condition.

The "design-center maximum" ratings are based on average or normal supply conditions. For a-c operated equipment in the United States this is 117 volts. Variations of plus or minus 10% are to be expected with ordinary commercial power lines and can be tolerated without affecting tube life.

Equipment powered by automobile storage batteries should use 6.6 volts input as the design-center. In this type of service it is found that variations are likely to exceed plus or minus 10% so a conservative design would limit the plate and screen voltages to 90% of design maximum.

With the low current drain 1.4 volt tubes, the design should be based on 1.35 volts for the filament or heater when operated in series from a 117 volt power line. Under no circumstances should the filament be subjected to over 1.6 volts. In a series filament arrangement precautions must be taken to "bypass" the space current, since this automatically adds to the filament current in series type of operation. This may readily be accomplished by the use of bleeder resistors across the filaments so

[A] About 10° seconds for ordinary receiving tubes under normal operating conditions.

[Continued on page 62]
RACON's...the leading speaker line...for all types of sound installation!

Most of the best industrial p. a. installations in use are RACON speaker equipped. They are the finest speakers made and there is a type for every conceivable application.

For Marine p. a. installations, too, RACON leads. Approved by the U. S. Coast Guard, RACON speakers are used aboard Army and Navy vessels. Only RACON can supply, when needed, patented Weatherproof, Stormproof Acoustic Material which is impervious to any weather condition and prevents resonant effects.

WPB will now accept applications for industrial war plant sound installations. Use WPB Form 617. Specify RACON's.
CHOOSING TUBE TYPES
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affected. With battery operation of the filament in parallel, the circuit constants should be chosen to give acceptable performance when the voltage per cell has decreased to 1.1 volt. This voltage is considered the end of life of the cell. Plate and screen battery voltages should never exceed 10% over normal published values.

After the ratings have been determined as being design-center or absolute, the next step is to decide on whether the design will be for continuous or intermittent service. Tubes for transmitter service in particular, because of the high power involved, are given two ratings. These are known as CCS (continuous commercial service) and ICAS (intermittent commercial and amateur service). Communication equipment is usually designed around CCS ratings since they have been chosen for reliability of performance under continuous operation and are more nearly representative for this type of service. The ICAS ratings assumes intermittent operation of approximately 5 minutes on and 5 minutes off, with a maximum of power output for a minimum physical size being of more importance than long life.

Ratings of tubes for rectifier service are based on fundamental limitations in the tubes themselves. In general these include factors such as the maximum peak inverse voltage, maximum peak current and the maximum d-c output current. In some cases it is permissible to increase the d-c output voltage over the rated value providing the output current is reduced in proportion. The tube manufacturer should be consulted however, unless the proposed increase is small.

A list of references will appear at the end of Part 2.

WESTINGHOUSE APPLIES FOR TELEVISION LICENSES

Application for licenses for three television broadcasting stations, to be built at Philadelphia, at Boston, and at Pittsburgh as soon as critical materials are available, have been filed with the Federal Communications Commission by Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., Lee B. Walics, general manager, has announced.

Establishment of television stations in these cities, he said, will entail construction of new studios, transmitters, and other facilities as additions to three of the company’s “standard” broadcast outlets—KYW in Philadelphia, KDIA at Pittsburgh, the nation’s first radio station broadcasting scheduled programs, and WBZ at Boston.

Two floors of television studios built in 1938 at station KYW await only the release of critical materials for completion.

Mr. Walics suggested that future television programs, in addition to those originating as “live,” shows in local studies, would include motion pictures and “pick-ups” of outside events, such as football games, parades, and other public gatherings. He bases his conclusions on a study of television techniques and program sources.

SYLVANIA EXPANDS

A two-story brick addition, now under construction, will add 18,000 square feet of floor space to the Mechanical Design and Equipment Development Section of Sylvania Electric Products’ radio division. The home plant in Emporium, Pa., it was announced recently.

Completion of the addition is scheduled for late spring, under the contract let to Hughes Foulkrod Company of Philadelphia. Construction will be supervised by Sylvania. The addition will be paid for by the United States Navy.

TELEVISION IN INDUSTRY

Disclosure of potentialities of television as a new and effective aid to industry after the war Ralph R. Beal, Assistant to the Vice President in Charge of RCA Laboratories, told members of the Engineering Society of Detroit of the imminent expansion of this promising art and science.

Mr. Beal envisaged television as the “means of coordinating activities in giant manufacturing plants and also of peering into places and situations that might be inaccessible or extremely hazardous to man.”

“We know now,” the research engineer said, “how it can be used to extend the eyesight of the plant manager to critical operations that ordinarily would require much time and effort to reach for personal inspection or which might even be inaccessible—how television can aid immeasurably in plant control.”

“Television cameras at strategic points can be connected by wire to receivers where production experts, foremen and supervisors can follow the flow of fabricated or raw materials and watch the progress of the work. Such cameras will be particularly valuable in mass production assembly lines, and they may be extended to include loading platforms and shipping rooms.”

According to Mr. Beal, television cameras may be used in connection with chemical reaction chambers, making visible to the operator without personal risk the chain of events occurring in complicated chemical production units, and thus enable him to control the process with optimum results. He said specially-built cameras may be used in furnaces to observe steps in the formation of alloys, and others may solve vital problems of analysis in important industrial processes.

“In addition,” Mr. Beal stated, “television equipment may facilitate port movements of ships. The cameras located fore and aft, and on port and starboard sides of vessels, could lessen the hazards of docking and insure safety in crowded shipping lanes.”

“We likewise foresee the use of television in metropolitan traffic control and along congested motor routes. Cameras may be installed permanently at busy intersections for flash headquarters running, up-to-the-minute picture accounts that should greatly aid traffic experts in easing congestion.”
The Kaar 11-X receiver is installed beneath the dash, and held securely by bolts through firewall.

For simple servicing, such as the replacement of tubes, the dust cover is removed by releasing two convenient snap catches. Takes but a moment.

For complete servicing, the entire chassis can be removed from the vehicle by releasing four snap catches. All wiring is instantly accessible.

FOUR CATCHES EXPOSE ENTIRE UNDERCHASSIS FOR SWIFT SERVICING

There is no "get out and get under" when it comes to servicing or checking Kaar receivers...they can be lifted out of a vehicle in a matter of seconds. In fact, the speed with which they can be serviced is one of their most popular features.

Another is the no-signal squelch circuit which automatically silences the receiver except when a call is actually being received. This is a blessing in military, civil, or private radiotelephone communication, where a wavelength must be guarded and continual background noise jangles the nerves.

The 11-X is operated by a control unit which can be mounted on the underlip of the dash. This unit contains a jewel light to indicate when receiver is on, a squelch circuit switch, and a combination volume control and power switch.

The Kaar 11-X receiver is crystal controlled, and may be tuned for any frequency from 1600 to 2900 KC.* (For frequencies between 30-40 MC. specify the Kaar PRS-9X.)

*Special ranges to 7000KC available on special order.
filament circuits of the other tubes because the large voltage fluctuation of the cathode might otherwise damage the insulation between the filament and cathode. Evidently any tube, pentode or triode, can be used, the main requirement being a high transconductance.

FREQUENCIES FOR TELEVISION

* With the preparation for post-war television service, the choice of the best carrier frequencies to be used is again a problem of the day. The Wireless World for April, 1944 contributes an unsigned article discussing this problem.

First we must make up our minds, says the author, whether we want a long-distance or a local service. Since a long-distance service would require the use of the ionosphere as a transmission medium, and since the ionosphere is subject to variations which would distort the picture, the service will have to be "local".

In this local service it will be necessary not to interfere with others at a distance, meaning that we must choose frequencies which are higher than any which would be returned to earth by the ionosphere at any time of the day or night, or at any season or at any period of the sun-spot cycle. To find the lowest frequency which is just high enough that it will not be returned to earth under any of these conditions there are considerable data to guide us.

The television signals of Great Britain were received at Riverhead, L. I., during the winters of 1936-1937, 1937-1938 and 1938-1939, the most active time of the sun-spot cycle. The wave was probably reflected twice by the F2 layer. Examining the report of these transatlantic receptions, it is shown that the reception was only during the winter time and that the sound channel, 41.5 mc was received over a much longer season than the video channel at 45 mc. Also, it was shown how the reception became less frequent when the sun-spot activity began to decrease. This appears to indicate that 45 mc is near the maximum frequency which could thus be reflected by the ionosphere.

The records made at Washington for the maximum useful frequencies (MUF) at different times are another source of information. In November and December, 1937, the critical frequencies were higher than at any other time. The average over a month of critical frequencies for the F2 layer, for a distance of 3500 km was 43 mc.

Allowing a maximum variation of 15% about this figure gives us a maximum frequency of 49.4 mc. Therefore, 50 mc seems to be the lowest safe frequency to use if reflection from the ionosphere is to be avoided.

There still are sporadic reflections from the E layer to be considered. Past evidence indicates that such reflections become rarer at higher frequencies and that in any case it would be unlikely for a 50 mc signal to be reflected twice which it would have to do to bridge the Atlantic.

The article further points out that the working radius of a television station is not restricted to the optical range. The increased range is due to the refraction of the space wave in the ionosphere.
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ANY TYPE, ANY SIZE, ANY QUANTITY

OUR PRODUCTION IS GEARED TO MEET YOUR DELIVERY SCHEDULES AND SPECIFICATIONS.

WE ARE MAKING THOUSANDS FOR THE SERVICES. CAN WE HELP YOU?

REX BASSETT INCORPORATED
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
UNIT SYSTEMS
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equations where they are required. If this system is completed to include units for all quantities, it will be a self-consistent system derived from the same defining equations as the cgs electromagnetic system. Therefore, an equation would not need to be changed when practical units are substituted for electromagnetic units, so long as all units are changed to the practical system. For instance, in the equation for induced e.m.f.

\[ e = -N \frac{d\phi}{dt} \]  

is usually given in the practical system as

\[ e = -N \frac{d\phi}{dt} \times 10^8 \]  

The added factor here is due to the fact that the unit of flux in equation 15 is still the maxwell or line which does not belong to the practical system. If the weber is used instead, all the units are from the practical system and the equation is the same as equation 14.

In the table, the column headed “practical units” refers to this International practical system. Some of the units were left out since no confirmation of their use could be found.

MKS Units

It was shown by Ascoli that the practical units could be extended to form a complete or comprehensive system in many ways, depending on the choice of the units of length and mass. The most promising of these, as pointed out by Giorgi, was the MKS system which uses the meter, kilogram and second as fundamental units. Here at last would be a system that could be used by physicist and engineer alike, a single system to be used universally henceforth and which would do away with all conversion factors.

The MKS system or Giorgi system was adopted by the International Electrotechnical Committee at Scheveningen and Brussels in 1935. At that time the fourth fundamental unit had not yet been determined. In 1938, at Torquay, the fourth unit was agreed upon; it defined the permeability of space as \( 10^{-7} \) henry per meter. The question of rationalization was left undetermined. The system was to go into general use on January 1, 1940. Due to present conditions no further agreement was reached.

Meanwhile, the system has been used in several books in this country. A student of waves and the newer applications of radio should know it in order to understand this literature.

In the MKS system (the unrationalyzed system), the fundamental units are length, mass and time; therefore, it is called an absolute system. It is also a practical system, since it contains the eight practical units. Most units are different from the so-called practical units of the recent past, except that one must watch these quantities which used to be “per cm or per cm²”. These are now “per meter and per meter²”.

Since the MKS system is self-consistent and derived from the same defining equations as the cgs electromagnetic system, any equation remains the same in either system. Thus, any equation in any of the four systems: cgs electro-static, cgs electromagnetic, practical, and MKS unrationalyzed, can be transferred to any of the other of these four systems and thereby does not gain a proportionality or conversion factor. Of course, this applies only if all of the units are expressed in the same system and when the quantities \( e_0 \) and \( \mu_0 \) are inserted where they belong.

Rationalization

It will be seen on looking through the equations of column 3, that there are some constants in them. There is a \( 4\pi \) here and there; this factor arises out of certain geometrical problems in space and can hardly be avoided. In equations which have to do with fields and waves this factor occurs again and again, so that it would simplify matters if it could be eliminated.

Rationalization is the process of removing the factor \( 4\pi \) from much used equations by changing the size of certain units. However, the factor \( 4\pi \) will then occur in some other, less used, equations.

In a system to be rationalized we can start out with the following requirements:

Unrationalyzed system

| \[ \Psi = 4\pi \psi \] |
| \[ M = \pi \mu N \] |

Rationalized system

| \[ \Psi = 4\pi \psi \] |
| \[ M = \pi \mu N' \] |

Thus making the units of electric flux and magnetomotive force of a different size will fulfill our purpose. However, now one must go through all the equations, making adjustments in the magnitudes of the units. This can be done in two ways; there are two ways of rationalization. In the first method, the factor \( 4\pi \) is kept out of \( e_0 \) and \( \mu_0 \) and then comes into nearly every other unit. In such a system the size of many units is changed by the factor \( \sqrt{4\pi} \).
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The other method is called sub-rationalization. In a sub-rationalized system $e_0$ is multiplied by $\frac{1}{4\pi}$ and $\mu_0$ by $4\pi$. Then there are but a few units which are changed by the rationalization process. These are easily recognized in the table where the conversion factor is shown next to the MKS sub-rationalized units.

By this definition, the MKS system is used in a sub-rationalized form. It is popularly spoken of as MKS-rationalized, since many people do not make the distinction between rationalized and sub-rationalized systems.

The cgs electromagnetic system is sometimes used in the rationalized form and is then called the Heaviside system. The symmetric system has also been rationalized and was then called the Lorentz system.

In the MKS subrationalized system, some equations incorporate a $\frac{1}{4\pi}$ factor which did not previously contain one. For instance, Coulomb's laws become

$$F = \frac{q_1 q_2}{4\pi \epsilon r^2} \quad \text{(18)}$$

$$F = \frac{m_1 m_2}{4\pi \mu r^2} \quad \text{(19)}$$

where $\epsilon = \epsilon_0$, and $\epsilon_0 = \frac{1}{36\pi} \times 10^{-5}$ farad per meter

$$\mu = \mu_0\kappa_m \quad \text{and} \quad \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{ henry per meter}$$

Below are a few equations written in the different ways in which they occur when systems are changed. It is obviously beyond the scope of this article to show every equation that could possibly be affected by sub-rationalization. The reader is referred to the bibliography below for such information.

A Universal Way of Writing Equations

There has been some attempt to write equations so that they would be independent of any system. The same equation would hold in whatever system, including Gaussian or rationalized. An example of this is Coulomb's law.

$$F = \frac{\alpha}{4\pi r^2} \quad \text{(20)}$$

where the factor $\alpha$ is a constant which varies with the system. For the MKS subrationalized system this factor would be unity but for all other systems of our table it would be equal to $4\pi$. A similar factor $\beta$ is used for the magnetic equation and still another factor $\lambda$ in some others. However, the method does not seem standardized; many authors introducing this own systems.

Use of the Table

This table was prepared for the purpose of giving the name and defining equation for each unit in six systems and to supply the conversion factor for all units from one system into any other. In order to save space, each conversion factor has been given but once. In other words, where it is shown in the conversion column that $1 \text{ statvolt} = c \text{ abvolts}$, it is not necessary to show the conversion factor in the other direction. To change from abvolts to statvolts one must, of course,
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invert the factor, so 1 abvolt = $1/e$ statvolt.

As to the manner of giving the conversion factor, there is again a possibility for confusion. The column is headed

1 e.s.u. unit = N e.m.u. unit
and the factor N is then in the column below. It is believed that such a statement offers no ambiguity. It can also be read, "To convert from e.s.u. units to e.m.u. units, multiply by N."
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in accordance with our boundary condition number 4, a charge must be present on that surface with a density equal to \( \varepsilon_0 \times 10^{16} \times E_0 \). The charge, in accordance with our present approximation, then moves along the guide with the velocity of light given by \( C = 8 \times 10^8 \) and, hence, corresponds to a current density of \( 8 \times 8.85 \times 10^{-10} \times 10^{16} E_0 = E_0 / E_1 \).

By the boundary condition of rule 3, it follows that the magnetic field at that point is \( H = 1/e \) and the impedance given by \( E_0 \). Because it is well known that

\[
C = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_0\mu_0}}
\]

it may be stated equally well that the impedance of free space is given by

\[
\sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\varepsilon_0}}
\]

In the actual case of the TE_{1,0} mode in a rectangular wave guide, the H field is somewhat larger. The correction factor, as we wish to say it, due to a stronger magnetic field to account for the longitudinal component or to a lower velocity of propagation, is

\[
1 - \left(\frac{\omega}{2b}\right)^2
\]

Thus the specific impedance is

\[
\sqrt{\frac{\mu_0}{\varepsilon_0}} \left(1 - \left(\frac{\omega}{2b}\right)^2\right)
\]

It is interesting to note that this expression is independent of the narrow dimension of the wave guide. This corresponds to the fact that no energy flows crosswise of the pipe in that direction as we have pointed out. In the other dimension of the guide there is a crosswise energy flow (which may cancel out at the surfaces) so the impedance is affected.

This impedance is said to be a specific impedance, analogous to a notation used in acoustics, because still another condition must be added before an overall impedance applicable to the joining of two waveguide sections of different size can be written down. The condition is that when flow taken place from a guide of one size to that of another, as shown in Fig. 7, it is a sort of total amount of electric and magnetic flux which must join at the junction if there is to be no reflection with an attendant standing wave to indicate a mismatch. Another way of saying this is that the charge and current on the wider wall of the guide must join smoothly at the junction.

Now, E alone does not tell about the amount of charge present, since a given E may be obtained by a little charge on closely spaced plates or by a large charge on plates further apart. The quantity in which we are really interested is \( aE \), where \( a \) is the narrow dimension of the guide. Likewise, it is \( bF \) that requires the currents to be continuous at the junction. Thus, finally, the impedance of a rectangular waveguide in the TE_{1,0} mode may be given as

\[
aE/bF = \frac{(a/b)(\epsilon_0/\mu_0)}{\sqrt{1 - (\omega^2/2b)^2}}
\]

This impedance is often called the current impedance since it is the specification necessary to cause the current flowing in the wide side of the guide to be continuous.
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troposphere. Refraction takes place because the dielectric constant of the air varies with altitude along with pressure, temperature and vapor content. Thus the rays which travel from the transmitting station at angles slightly above the horizontal can be bent and returned to earth beyond the horizon. At frequencies near 50 mc the working range is thereby extended beyond the optical range 1½ times.

Discontinuities in the atmosphere, due to boundaries between air masses of different temperature cause reflections and may cause fading as well as accidental reception at greater distances.

In conclusion, it is felt that the best frequencies are above 50 mc and that very much higher frequencies may introduce difficulties due to the reflections from buildings and hills.
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The sweep frequency range has been extended down to one-half cycle per second providing a wider range of sweep operation. Thus it may be used for observations on low-speed machinery and for other low-frequency functions. The time-base provisions recurrent, single or repetitive sweep operation. An unusual beam control circuit is used with single sweep operation, to darken the screen except during the actual sweep cycle, providing a reduction of background illumination and resulting in photographs of greater contrast. Exceptionally uniform response over a very wide frequency range for both the vertical and horizontal axes; a distortionless, continuously-variable low-impedance attenuator or gain control; an amplifier channel for applying external timing signal to the grid of the modulating electrode; and other features and refinements, mark this instrument. Dimensions: 14" w., 19" h., 26" d. Weight 130 lbs.
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In peace, the Nation's debt to the radio amateur was great. During hurricanes, floods, and other disasters, he sprang forward with emergency communications. His endless hours of patient experimentation—particularly on the high and ultrahigh frequencies—helped open up, as if by magic, whole new segments of the radio spectrum. Traffic enthusiasts surprised the people with unselfish service; DX hounds fostered international good will.

In this "radio" war, the "ham," along with the professional, became the backbone around which the Services and war plants built the myriad, complex communications systems of war, and the secret electronic weapons. He has trained and inspired the new recruits—the tens of thousands of potential "hams."

Hytron, especially, owes much to the radio amateur. When he entered the Services and war plants, he took with him a knowledge of Hytron tubes—particularly v-h-f types—and an admiration for them. Through his enthusiasm, these tubes became vital parts of war equipment. When the time comes to speak out for the return of his precious frequencies, Hytron will not forget him.
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